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ABSTRACT
Color constancy is the ability of the human visual systems to discount the effect of the
illumination and to assign approximate constant color descriptions to objects. This ability has
long been studied and widely applied to many areas such as color reproduction and machine
vision, especially with the development of digital color processing.
This thesis work makes some improvements in illuminant estimation and computational
color constancy based on the study and testing of existing algorithms. During recent years, it has
been noticed that illuminant estimation based on gamut comparison is efficient and simple to
implement. Although numerous investigations have been done in this field, there are still some
deficiencies. A large part of this thesis has been work in the area of illuminant estimation
through gamut comparison. Noting the importance of color lightness in gamut comparison, and
also in order to simplify three-dimensional gamut calculation, a new illuminant estimation
method is proposed through gamut comparison at separated lightness levels. Maximum color
separation is a color constancy method which is based on the assumption that colors in a scene
IV
will obtain the largest gamut area under white illumination. The method was further derived and
improved in this thesis to make it applicable and efficient. In addition, some intrinsic questions
in gamut comparison methods, for example the relationship between the color space and the
application of gamut or probability distribution, were investigated.
Color constancy methods through spectral recovery have the limitation that there is no
effective way to confine the range of object spectral reflectance. In this thesis, a new constraint
on spectral reflectance based on the relative ratios of the parameters from principal component
analysis (PCA) decomposition is proposed. The proposed constraint was applied to illuminant
detection methods as a metric on the recovered spectral reflectance.
Because of the importance of the sensor sensitivities and their wide variation, the
influence from the sensor sensitivities on different kinds of illuminant estimation methods was
also studied. Estimation method stability to wrong sensor information was tested, suggesting the
possible solution to illuminant estimation on images with unknown sources. In addition, with the
development of multi-channel imaging, some research on illuminant estimation for multi
channel images both on the correlated color temperature (CCT) estimation and the illuminant
spectral recovery was performed in this thesis.
All the improvement and new proposed methods in this thesis are tested and compared
with those existing methods with best performance, both on synthetic data and real images. The
comparison verified the high efficiency and implementation simplicity of the proposed methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Color as a special expression of feeling is a tool for human beings to perceive objects. From a
young age we observe the world and recognize objects through color. It seldom happens and
causes confusion when a familiar appears to have a different color, and this perception is
generally
"corrected"
shortly after it is noticed. Color is often treated as a property of objects.
But in fact, objects are changing their colors with the significant changes in illumination color
and intensity level. There has been a long history for mankind to study light, materials and visual
response to explore many phenomena in color. Color constancy is one of them. Arguably, color
science began in the seventeenth century when a correspondence was established between color
and its physical stimuli. Sir Isaac Newton (1666) first showed that light is a mixture of all the
colors of the visible spectrum with his famous prism experiments. Thomas Young (1802)
suggested the threefold character of color perception and speculated that there were three
different types of color sensitive receptors in the eye, corresponding roughly with the red, green,
and blue primary colors. This idea was put on a more quantitative basis by Hermann von
Helmholtz and is called the Young-Helmholtz theory. At around the same time, Ewald Hering
proposed an opponent-process theory that there are three kinds of antagonistic receptors:
red-
green, blue-yellow, and black-white. Both of the theories help explain some vision phenomena
but also fail to explain the others, for example color blindness and afterimages. It was not until
the middle of the twentieth century that the modern opponent-colors theory was established to
combine both the trichromatic and opponent-process theories and successfully solved the conflict
between them.
The investigation of human color constancy ability can be traced to the beginning of the
last century. Johannes von Kries (1902) suggested that the organ of vision adjusts to the
illumination through independent scaling of the signals from the individual components. It laid
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down a foundation of future research on chromatic adaptation and color constancy. In the early
work on color constancy, Helmholtz (1924) pointed out that the context of the scene provides a
reference for the visual system to discount the illuminant. Judd (1940) quantified Helson's
adaptation level theory, and proposed that the reflectance pattern of the scene provides the
information of the illuminant and the average chromaticity of the reflected light is identified with
the illumination chromaticity, which is the basis of the gray world assumption, the earliest color
constancy method. Even as early as 1946, it has been used for correcting photographic color
prints (Evans, 1946). Land and McCann (1971) proposed the first computational model for color
constancy as the retinex theory. In this model lightness information is collected and processed
independently by each of the three receptor systems. Each system forms a separate image and
these images are not mixed but compared to generate color signals. During the last 20 years,
many other experiments were done on the human visual system, which illustrated the
incompleteness of human color constancy and its relationship with the environmental viewing
conditions and also the difference between receptors. Those experiments not only explored
human vision mechanisms but also provided important data for the development ofmodern color
appearance models.
Because of the development in color imaging systems, printing, digital image processing
and machine vision, the studies both on chromatic adaptation mechanisms and computational
color constancy models received high attention. For example in modern technology, color is
transferred across various media, and the influence from illumination is an important part. White
balance in color cameras and photographic processing is another important application of
computational color constancy research. Photographic cameras use different kinds of films to
compensate for the influence from illuminants, for example some films are used indoors and
some are used outdoors. But the use of different film is inconvenient and the efficiency is not
very good. The development of digital imaging makes it more applicable to use auto white-
balance. Extensive research has been done on computational color constancy and many
algorithms have been proposed since the 1980's.
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From previous research that the spectra for both daylight and object reflectance can be
well represented with linear combination of a limited number of basis functions, Maloney and
Wandell (1986) proposed an illuminant estimation method which is based on finite dimensional
linear model. The application of the dichromatic reflectance model to make use of specular
highlights in images is another popular topic in computational color constancy. There are many
different algorithms for estimating the illuminant through colors obtained from the same surfaces
or the same objects. Some algorithms use varying illuminations for the same image, which
includes different illuminants for the same scene, mutual illuminations, shades and so on. Color
balance through familiar colors, for example human skin, trees and sky color, is a traditional and
important color constancy method which is widely used in industry photographic processing.
Since 1990, illuminant estimation or detection through the comparison of color gamuts under
different illuminants has received high attention because of its high efficiency and easy
implementation properties. The basic idea is from the observation that the possible range of
colors measured by a camera or the eyes depends on the color of the illuminant. Many
algorithms have been established based on the application of gamut properties, for example the
earliest CRULE method (Forsyth, 1990), color by correlation (Finlayson, 1997), and sensor
correlation method (Tominaga, 1999). Techniques from other research areas are also applied in
computational color constancy. For example some methods make use of Bayes rules (Brainard
and Freeman, 1994), and neural network methods are used to obtain the estimated illuminant
through training a network (Cardei, 2000).
The existing methods represent different view points to illuminant estimation of a color
image. Some methods are based on the physical attributes of the objects and illuminants; some of
them make use of their statistical properties. In addition, the basic assumptions for each method
highly influence their application and efficiency. In order to have further research in this area, it
is necessary to have good an understanding of their principle and performance. Generally
methods are proposed individually with few comparisons between them, especially the methods
proposed recently. The first objective of the thesis is to systematically test and compare the
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existing proposed algorithms. Through testing on both synthetic data and real taken images,
method efficiency for different conditions can be compared. Specifically, their behavior on
distinguishing fluorescent lights is tested, which was not studied before.
While color constancy algorithms are usually used, or intended to be used, in real-time
processing, for example auto white-balance in digital cameras, high processing speed is another
important property besides their efficiency. As we know, quick response of camera is one highly
considered factor for customers. Color constancy algorithms with simple computation and high
speed performance have more advantages in their real application. While high accuracy in
illuminant estimation or detection is the most important character for color constancy algorithms,
simple computation is another factor considered in the thesis, especially in method improving
and the new proposed algorithms.
While it has been shown that the new generation of gamut comparison methods have
been widely used and have high estimation efficiency, there are still some problems and conflicts
among them, for example the selection of color spaces, the representation of gamuts and the
consideration of lightness information. While two-dimensional chromaticity or color spaces are
preferable for simplicity in gamut calculation and comparison, three-dimensional spaces contain
more information of the original image, which is generally composed of trichromatic color
signals. The selection of color space is also an important issue which directly influences the
gamut comparison and also method efficiency. The importance of the color signal lightness
information in illuminant estimation prompts another discussion in gamut comparison methods.
While color lightness is essential for many methods to obtain correct estimation results, those
methods based on chromaticity coordinates omit this information in their application. Recently,
probability distributions are used in illuminant estimation and also in gamut comparison
methods. A histogram is an effective representation of the statistical distribution information of
color signals. In gamut comparison methods, it has not been discussed before whether the gamut
or the histogram of colors or chromaticities should be used to obtain good performance. The
above questions and conflicts were studied in this thesis to try to provide solutions or
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explanations for them. Also, through the investigation of them, some improvements of existing
methods are proposed and thus some new methods for color constancy were inspired.
In computational color constancy, there are some factors playing important roles in many
algorithms, but their influences have hardly been studied. Sensor spectral sensitivities are one of
them. The information of sensor responsivities is one of the three basic components in image
formation. It is an essential component in illuminant estimation because both the other two
components, object surface reflectance and illuminant distribution, are unknown when given
image color signals. During the study of color constancy algorithms, it is noticed that the
variation of sensor selection influences method efficiency and the degree of influence depends
both on the sensors and the methods. In this thesis, such influence is systematically studied and
possible solutions to illuminant estimation of the images with unknown sensor sensitivities are
suggested.
Another topic that receives insufficient attention is illuminant estimation or detection
through spectral recovery of the illuminant and object surfaces. One important reason is that
trichromatic color information is not enough to make spectral recovery. Illuminant detection
through spectral recovery has its limitations of lacking effective constraints on recovered spectral
reflectance and the uncertainty of luminance. The thesis addresses this problem and provides a
new effective constraint on spectral reflectance. Additionally, some research was done in this
thesis on multi-channel images. One reason is because multi-channel imaging has the tendency
to be popular to avoid the problem of metamerism or to provide higher quality images; the other
reason is that existing illuminant estimation algorithms have different limitations to be applied to
multi-channel images.
1.1 Thesis Overview
The thesis mainly studies illuminant estimation based on image color signals. The research is
based on existing color constancy algorithms and is also based on the study of their limitations.
The first part of the thesis reviews the related background on color constancy and illuminant
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estimation methods, and includes the testing and comparison of some proposed algorithms on
both synthetic data and real images. The second part contains the study of the problem using
gamut comparison methods, and suggests some new opinions and solutions in this area. The third
part studies some areas in computational color constancy that are important but have received
little or no consideration before, for example, the influence of sensor sensitivities and the
illuminant estimation for multi-channel images. The main contents of the thesis are described
below.
Chapter 2 introduces the concepts of color constancy and computational color constancy
and reviews the main components in image formation as the illuminants, objects and imaging
system. It also introduces the von Kries model and its limitations and presents a survey on
computational color constancy algorithms.
Chapter 3 includes tests of some of the proposed algorithms and makes comparisons
among their efficiency. The tested algorithms are those widely used, having good efficiency and
easy applicability, which include gray world, maximum RGB, three-dimensional gamut
mapping, color by correlation, sensor correlation, and illuminant detection in linear space. The
chapter describes the generation and testing of synthetic images, including the test for detecting
fluorescent lights and also the capturing and testing of real images.
Based on the consideration that color lightness information is important in distinguishing
illuminants, in Chapter 4 a new gamut comparison method is proposed which separates colors
according to different lightness levels and compares gamuts at each step. The method makes use
of a von Kries transformation and transfers three-dimensional gamut comparison to a series of
two-dimensional chromaticity space, which simplifies the computation and also keeps the three-
channel color information.
Chapter 5 introduces the maximum color separation method from its basic assumption to
the principle derivation. The chapter also makes several modifications on the original method to
make it applicable and obtain good estimation efficiency. In addition, this method has intrinsic
connections with the most widely used gray world method, which can be demonstrated through
the testing results and comparison with gray world method.
Chapter 6 mainly investigates the difference between the application of color gamuts and
chromaticity histograms. The chapter studies the influence of the color space selection in gamut
comparison methods. It introduces the applications of gamuts and chromaticity histograms and
mainly discusses their different implementations in illuminant estimation methods. Based on this
analysis, it makes some modifications to the color by correlation method especially when applied
to real images.
Chapter 7 proposes a new constraint on spectral reflectance based on the investigation of
the limitation of existing constraints. It is based on the relative ratios of the parameters from
PCA decomposition and mainly describes the
"saturation"
property of surface reflectances. The
constraint is also applied in illuminant detection and provides a new method in this area.
Chapter 8 studies the influence of sensor sensitivities on different kinds of illuminant
estimation methods, including the methods based on color signal transformations, gamut
comparison methods and spectral recovery methods. Through the study, it is also suggested that
the methods insensitive to wrong sensor information to be used in illuminant estimation for
images with unknown sources.
Chapter 9 is mainly about illuminant estimation for multi-channel images. While most
existing algorithms are limited when applied to multi-channel images, this chapter proposes
possible methods to be used for that condition. It studies the method efficiency both on the
chromaticity estimation of the illuminant and on the spectral recovery of illuminant power
distribution.
Chapter 10 is the conclusion of the thesis. The chapter first includes an overall
comparison among the tested existing algorithms and the improved or new methods proposed in
the thesis. It then summarizes the primary results and contributions from the thesis.
2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Color Constancy and Computational Color Constancy
The production of color requires three components: light source, material objects and human
visual system. Despite that, for objects we see everyday, normally they are not noticed to change
colors when lighted by different illuminations. White paper remains appearing white and red
apples are red whether seen indoors or outside. It has been widely known that the human visual
system has the ability to discount the influence of illumination and approximately estimate an
object color. This is referred to as color constancy. As illustrated by Fairchild (1997), color
constancy is defined as the apparent invariance in the color appearance of objects upon changes
in illumination. One main reason for color constancy is that we do not determine the color of an
object in isolation but from a comparison of the stimulus received from the object and its
surround. In addition, memory color also plays an important role. On the other hand, human
color constancy is not complete. The shade of the illuminant can still be detected from the scene.
That is also why illumination is still one of the most important factors in color appearance
models since if color constancy were complete, the object itselfwould totally dictate the color. In
addition, precise color constancy is impossible. One example is that metameric object color pairs
under one illumination cannot have the same color under different illuminants. The existence of
"color
constancy"
is partly due to our tendency to remember colors rather than to look at them
closely (Evans, 1943).
There are mainly two branches in the study of color constancy. Chromatic adaptation is
the human visual system's capability to adjust to widely varying colors of illumination in order
to approximately preserve the appearance of object colors. It is an essential component in color
appearance models. Illuminant estimation from image signals is another popular topic because of
its wide application in digital imaging system and machine vision. For example some
applications in object recognition could benefit greatly from having color-constant objects. Since
imaging systems are some kind of simulation of human eyes, the mechanism of human color
constancy is also studied. Research from physiology and artificial intelligence is one part of this
field. Most algorithms make application of the properties and statistical analysis of objects and
illuminations. All these studies form the field of computational color constancy, which is the
study of models and algorithms for estimating illumination and producing color-constant
estimates of objects in images (Fairchild, 1997). Mostly, the objective of these studies is to
produce color-constant estimates of objects with limited color information available in some
representation of a scene from image capture systems.
Generally computational color constancy is composed of two steps, the first is illuminant
estimation, and the second is image correction. In most cases more attention is paid to the former
part because it is a harder problem compared to the latter one. While color signals are the
integration of the inter-product of three parts: illuminant spectral power distribution, object
surface spectral reflectance, and sensor spectral sensitivities, they compress most of the
information of their components. With both surface reflectance and illuminant power distribution
unknown, illuminant estimation from limited color signals is an under-constrained problem.
Color constancy algorithms are usually based on some simplification models or assumptions to
add more information to help solving this problem. The appropriateness of these simplifications
or assumptions has a large influence on method efficiencies.
2.2 Image Formation Components andModels
Computational color constancy is one type of inverse processing of image formation. In order to
have good understanding on both image formation and illuminant estimation, we first must have
a brief survey review the characteristics of the three main components of image formation: the
illuminant, the object and the imaging system.
2.2.1 Light Sources and Illuminants
Color is generated by the surface reflection of the incident lights. When there is no light source,
there is no color. Typically light sources of radiant energy include the sun, lasers, electrical
discharge sources, fluorescent materials, and thermal radiators. The generally used illuminants
include incandescent lights, daylights and fluorescent lights. Illuminant radiations are functions
of wavelength. Generally their spectral power distributions are considered between 380nm to
780nm.
Thermal radiators and Incandescent Lights
Thermal radiators are in general any material body which is heated. Their spectral power
distributions are continuous functions ofwavelength and depend both on the nature of the body
and its temperature (Wyszecki and Stiles, 1987). A blackbody is an ideal body which allows all
incident radiant energy to pass into it and all incident energy is absorbed. It is a perfect emitter in
that it emits the maximum possible radiant energy for a body at that temperature. This absolute
temperature is defined as the color temperature. Planck's formula defines the spectral radiant






and c2=1.4388xlO"ViC The spectral radiance of blackbody only
depends on the variable ?T. Figure 2.1 shows some relative blackbody radiator spectral
distribution with color temperature from 1000K to 100,000K. They are normalized to 100 at
wavelength 560nm. When the color temperature gets higher, the spectral power distribution
becomes higher in short wavelength and lower in long wavelength. Their corresponding color is
transferred from red to blue. In Figure 2.2, the lower one of the two curves marked with P
represents those chromaticities by points of blackbody radiation, which is called the Planckian
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Figure 2.2: Planckian locus marked with
"P"
and CIE daylight locus marked with "D".
The radiant energy emitted by an incandescent solid is always less than that emitted by a
blackbody radiator at the same temperature. Also, practical light sources usually do not have
their chromaticities coincide with points on the Planckian locus, although many of them are very
close to it. CIE (CIE, 1971) defined correlated color temperature (CCT) as the color temperature
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corresponding to the point on the blackbody locus nearest to the chromaticity point of the source.
McCamy (1992) proposed a simple method to determine the correlated color temperature for a
source from its chromaticity as show in Equation (2.2).
r = -437/t3+3601rc2-6861 + 5514.31 (2.2)
= (x-0.3320)/(v-0.1858)
Because radiators with equal spaced color temperatures have non-uniform distributions in
chromaticity, in many cases, the reciprocal of color temperature or correlated color temperature
as 10 IT is used in studying their chromaticity properties. It is defined as "reciprocal
megakelvins"
(MK"1) or "mired".
Among many sources, tungsten is the most preferred material for making filaments of
incandescent lamps. In the visible range, the spectral radiant existence distributions are
approximations to the spectral radiant exitance distribution of a blackbody. Tungsten-halogen
lamps have better performance efficiency and can be run at color temperature in the range from
about 2850K to 3300K. CIE standard illuminant A is realized by a gas-filled coiled-tungsten
filament lamp having the same relative spectral power distribution as a Planckian radiator at the
color temperature of 2856K.
Daylight
The most important natural source of radiant energy is the sun. Direct sunlight and
sunlight scattered by the atmosphere are the components of daylight that play a key role in color
science (Wyszecki and Stiles, 1987). Because of its long existence and natural character, daylight
is the common reference and presumed model to simulate. Daylight varies with time, place,
weather condition, season, and direction. CIE (1964) recommended D65 as the main standard
daylight illuminant, and also recommended D55 and D75 as a complement.
Judd et al. (1964) found that the chromaticity coordinates x, y computed from the
measured spectral radiant power distributions of daylight agree well with the curve
12
yD
= + 2.870xD -0.275 (2-3)
This curve is defined as the CIE daylight locus and runs slightly above and approximately
parallel to the Planckian locus, as shown in Figure 2.2 the above one of the two curves marked
with D.
It was found that daylight could be approximated with the linear combination of some
basis spectral distributions (Judd, 1946). Based on that, the relative spectral power distribution
SD(?) of a CIE Daylight Illuminant is defined as Equation (2.4):
SD (A) = S0 (A) +M, 5, (A) +M2 S2 (A) (2.4)
Here Sq(?), S\(7), and .%(?) are the basis spectral distributions, and M\, Mi are scalar factors with
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Figure 2.3: Examples ofCIE daylight.
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The relationship between the scalar factors M\ and M2 for daylight illuminants with
correlated color temperature from 4000K to 25000K is shown as Figure 2.4. Except the first
point as CCT 4000K, the relationship between Mi and M2 for all other illuminants forms a
smooth curve. The curve can be very well fitted with
6th






It means that the relative spectral power distribution of daylight can be expressed with some non






















Figure 2.4: The relationship between the daylight parameters M\ andMi.
Fluorescent Light
Fluorescent light is a type of electric-discharge source that provides spectral power
distribution marked by the presence of some of the emission lines ofmercury vapor. The use of
fluorescent lamps has largely increased in science and industry. These lamps have advantages
over incandescent sources such that they give more luminous flux for a given amount of power,
illuminate large areas more evenly, produce less heat and are available in many varieties. The
fluorescent lamp does not produce a simple continuous spectrum. Since their actual spectral
power distributions are not similar to thermal radiators and daylight, a figure of correlated color
temperature will not generally imply anything about the spectral power distribution of a
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fluorescent source. There is a wide range of different types of fluorescent lamp depending on the
application purpose. Figure 2.5 shows the spectral distributions of some typical fluorescent
lights. Fl to F6 are common fluorescent illuminants, they have a reasonably high efficacy and
adequate color rendering for many purposes. F7 to F9 are broad-band fluorescent illuminants,
they have high color rendering but low efficacy, their emission at the long wavelength is greater
than those in normal group. F10 to F12 are three-band fluorescent illuminants. Their emission
tends to be concentrated in three bands of the spectrum, around wavelengths of approximately
610, 545 and 435 nm, and these bands are quite narrow. Lamps in this group tend to have
relatively high efficacies and fairly good color rendering. They tend to increase the saturation of
most colors but the appearance of some colors can be somewhat distorted. So they are less
suitable for critical evaluation of colors in general. There are no CIE standard illuminants
representing fluorescent lamps, but F2, F7 and Fl 1 are recommended (Hunt, 1995).
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Figure 2.5: Spectral power distribution ofCIE fluorescent lights Fl to F12.
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2.2.2 Objects
Objects here refer to various types of things that can be imaged. Images for different purposes
may include scenes composed of very different kinds of objects. For images in our everyday life,
scenes normally contain various man-made objects such as glass, paper, plastics, cloth, and
natural objects such as trees, flowers, sky, water, animals and human beings. Despite their
variations, their color appearance is mainly affected by their spectral characteristics such as
transmittance, reflectance, and absorbance. For image formation system, the main characteristic
of concern is reflectance.
Reflectance
Spectral reflectance of a given surface is the ratio of the radiant flux reflected from the





Here P(?) is the spectral concentration of the radiant power reflected by the medium, and Po(?) is
the spectral concentration of the radiant power incident on the medium.
A perfect reflecting diffuser is and ideal reflecting surface that neither absorbs nor
transmits light, but reflects diffusely with a reflectance equal to unity. Spectral reflectance is a
ratio function ofwavelength. For non-fluorescent objects it should be inside the range of 0 to 1.
Mixed reflectance can be expressed as the sum of two parts: regular or specular
reflectance (?r), as exemplified by mirrors, and diffuse reflectance (?</), that is,
P
=
Pr + Pd (2.8)
Generally the color of materials depends on their diffuse spectral reflectance. The specular




Fluorescent surfaces have some of the power incident on them re-emitted with a change
of wavelength. Therefore, the total light re-emitted consists of the sum of that due to reflection
and that due to fluorescence. The use of fluorescent dyes in various articles on the market has
increased markedly. Fluorescent dyes exhibit spectral selectivity, and one can expect from such
dyes more brilliant colors than from nonfluorescent dye. Generally fluorescent materials re-emit
the absorbed light at longer wavelengths. One example is Fluorescent whitening agents (FWAs)
which are used commonly to whiten paper and textiles. FWAs absorb ultraviolet radiation
between 300 and 400nm and re-emit this radiation as light between 400 and 500nm. The amount
of fluorescent emission that occurs depends on the spectral properties of the illuminant
irradiating the sample. This unique property makes the accurate measurement of fluorescent
materials complex.
Lambertian
A perfect reflecting diffuser reflects all the light incident upon it and its radiance is equal
at all angles. A Lambertian surface is a uniformly diffusing surface for which the luminous
intensity, /, in any given direction varies with the cosine of the angle between that direction and
the surface normal and the radiance, L, remains constant. The perfect reflecting diffuser clearly
becomes a Lambertian surface when it is uniformly illuminated by a source. The luminance Lq




Here En is the illuminance on a surface normal to the direction of the beam. As shown in Figure
2.6, eo is the illuminating beam incident angle, and es is the object luminous reflect angle. For an







The quantity P(D,s,if/) is the luminance factor of the material surface which is defined as the
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Figure 2.6 The perfect reflecting diffuser becomes a Lambertian surface when illuminated
uniformly by a source.
Most algorithms assume that the illumination is uniform, and that there are no
specularities. This has been referred to the Mondrian world, since the collections ofmatte papers
used in the Retinex experiments were likened to paintings by Mondrian (Land, 1971).
2.2.3 Imaging System
The human visual system is the basic and also the best imaging system in general sense. Imaging
system generally includes optical system, detector and signal processing. Cameras represent one
important kind of imaging system. There are mainly two kinds of color cameras, photographic
cameras and digital cameras. The development of digital camera made the computational color
constancy research more applicable for practical use. There are many characteristics in the
design of camera. The number of channels and their corresponding sensor spectral sensitivities
are two important characteristics. The other characteristics include the resolution, dynamic range,
signal-noise ratio, nonlinearity, and so on.
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For a light signal Z(A), the response of image capture systems can be modeled as
Pk=JL(X)Rk(X)dX (2.11)
Here, Rk(X) is the Mi channel spectral sensitivity of color sensors with altogether TV channels, and
Pk is the sensor response from the Mi sensor. For trichromatic images, there are three camera
channels, and the sensor responses are designated as R, G and B signals.
In a simple case, when surfaces in the scene are treated as Lambertian reflectance, L(X) is
just the combination of the illuminant power distribution and the surface spectral reflectance.
The image formation model can be simplified as
pk=\E(X)S(X)Rk(X)dX (2.12)
Here E(X) is the illuminant power distribution, and S(X) is the surface spectral reflectance. Both
of them, together with the sensor spectral sensitivities, are all functions of wavelength, A, while
sensor outputs for the image are only N channel data. So the process of image capturing
compresses a large amount of information. Both the estimation of illuminant E(X) and the
recovery of surface reflectance 5(A) are under-constrained.
In many cases, surface reflectances cannot be treated as Lambertian, and there are
different models to illustrate the image formation on different situations. Some models are also
helpful in tackling the color constancy problem. For example, highlights in images could be used
to estimate illuminant with dichromatic reflectance model. Also, Tanaka and Tominaga (2001)
developed a color constancy method using colors from one object with a 3D spectral reflection
model.
2.3 von Kries Model and its Limitations
In 1 902, von Kries proposed a simple model of chromatic adaptation, which explained the basic
mechanism of human color constancy ability. In his article, he outlined his hypothesis that "the
individual components present in the organ of vision are completely independent of one another
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and each is fatigued or adapted exclusively according to its own
function"
(Fairchild, 1997). The

















L, M, S and
L\M',S'
are the initial and post-adaptation cone signals, while kL, kM and ks are the
scaling coefficients and can be calculated as:
K = 1 /A*te >**=!/^te and ^ = 1 / Swhite
Here Lwhite, Mwhue and 5WA,-te are initial cone responses to white. The basic idea of the von Kries
model is that, human eyes adapt to illuminants through the independent adjustment of three
cones. This model is still the basis of chromatic adaptation in modern color appearance models.
The simplicity and efficiency of the von Kries transformation make it the fundamental model in
computational color constancy research. In this model, there are only three parameters, and the
transformation is linear. In computational color constancy research, the idea of von Kries
adaptation is absorbed and transferred as a diagonal model, which is generally applied to sensor
outputs RGB values. The diagonal model is one most widely used in color constancy algorithms
with different forms.
On the other side, the limitations of the von Kries adaptation were also studied. Worthey
and Brill (1985, 1986) had some particular discussion on this problem. First, several experiments
showed that the von Kries model cannot totally predict human chromatic adaptation. Second,
they pointed out that there must be two assumptions for von Kries adaptation to be ideal. The
first assumption is that the receptor spectral sensitivities should be narrow, and the second one is
that the receptor spectral sensitivities do not overlap. The requirements in the assumptions are
very different from the spectral sensitivities of human cones, which are wide and quite
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overlapped. Funt (1995) also pointed out that the accuracy with which a diagonal transform
models illumination change depends very much upon the coordinate system in which it is
performed.
Based on the limitations of the diagonal model, Finlayson et al. (1994) proposed the idea
of sensor spectral sharpening, which uses some linear transformation to convert original sensor
sensitivities into a new set of sensitivities to optimize the diagonal model. Three sharpening
methods are proposed as: sensor-based sharpening, data-based sharpening and perfect
sharpening. Barnard (1998) tested sensor sharpening method, and found out that the efficiency of
this method is highly dependent on both the sensors and the algorithms. Additionally, the
introduction of negative data values could yield poor results. Generally, in order to have good
application of the diagonal transform, the color spaces used in illuminant estimation methods
should be considered to have small overlap between each channel.
2.4 Computational Color Constancy Algorithms
As introduced above, the objective of computational color constancy is to produce color-constant
estimates of objects. For most computational color constancy methods, the framework to realize
this objective can be divided into two basic steps. In the first step, the image is analyzed to yield
an estimate of illuminant properties. In the second step, this estimate is used to produce a
description of surface properties that is approximately independent of the actual illuminant.
Usually, object spectral reflectances are treated as intrinsic characteristics, and the
illuminants that affect their color appearance are treated as extrinsic characteristics of the image.
In order to obtain the intrinsic characteristics and to discount the influence of extrinsic
characteristic from very limited image data, color constancy algorithms are generally based on
some reasonable and effective assumptions. For many computational color constancy methods,
the assumptions are based on the intrinsic characteristics of the image. For example, some
assumptions are based on the average of surface reflectances or the brightest color in images, and
some others are based on the possible range of object colors under some typical illuminants. The
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efficiency of each algorithm is highly dependent on the feasibility of the assumptions they are
based on.
Color constancy algorithms can be classified from their common models or assumptions.
From their expectation on estimated illuminants, they can also be classified into two groups. The
first group estimates the chromaticity of illuminants, such as (x, v) and (r, g) and may even
including the intensity level. The second group estimates the spectral power distribution of
illuminants, and also the spectral reflectance of the objects. Recently, after
Finlayson'
s
suggestion that the possible illuminant range is limited, color constancy algorithms could also be
divided into two parts, the first part tries to calculate the illuminant chromaticity or spectral
power distribution, and the second part tries to detect the illuminant from candidate illuminants,
which is named as illuminant detection. The following sections introduce some typical color
constancy algorithms in detail.
2.4.1 GrayWorld
Gray world is one of the oldest color constancy algorithms, and it is still a very popular method
used in the color balance design in many cameras. It is based on the assumption that the spatial
average of surface reflectances in a scene is achromatic. Buchsbaum (1980) had a detailed
introduction in the origin of this algorithm. The idea first came from Helmholtz's explanation
that the presumed ability of the visual system to discount the illuminant came from surface color
perception. The interpretation of this property in the color space is that it represents a shift of the
achromatic point defined by the average reflectance of the scene. In other words, the scene itself
establishes a reference for the visual system. In Helson's adaptation level theory, he made the
assumption that color is detected with respect to a single reference level common to the entire
complex filed. The level is the perception that corresponds to an average gray and is a weighted
function of the reflectance constituting the complex visual field. Judd proposed a quantified
version based on both of them, that the average chromaticity of the reflected light is identified
with the illumination chromaticity, and the average chromaticity is taken to be average gray.
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In this article, Buchsbaum demonstrated that it is possible to compute color descriptors
that are completely independent of the ambient light in an image if the average spectral
reflectance of the objects in the image is known. His model computes the illuminant and the
surface reflectances by matching them with linear combinations of the basis functions.
Another basic assumption in gray world algorithm is that illumination is uniform over the
visual field. It means that the illuminant color has zero frequency over the whole image. If doing
Fourier transform for the image, we know that the zero frequency part is corresponding to the
average of the whole image. So, another explanation of gray world could be that the illuminant
color is just the zero frequency part of an image, while object colors in the image take other
frequency parts. Gray world is also the basis for local adaptation in image processing, where the
very low frequency part of the image is treated as the adapting image.
Gershon (1988) improved Buchsbaum's gray world algorithm by making some a priori
assumptions about object reflectances and illuminants, based on statistical measurement of
naturally occurring reflectances and illuminants. The image is segmented into a set of areas
according to their chromaticity. Then the average of these areas was again averaged to yield the
total average of the image reflectance. This averaging method has the advantage that it represents
all surfaces equally, independent of their area. In the modified gray world algorithm, the sensor
response from each segmented surface is then counted only once in the spatial average, so that
surfaces of different size are given equal weight in the average.
As we know it is not tested whether the average of real world object reflectance is gray or
not. We did a very simple experiment on the average of 1732 sample reflectance database, and
also on 5000 different kinds of images (Appendix A). It was found that the average of surface
reflectances or the average of image colors is not gray, but some orangish color. Also for this
reason, Barnard suggested two kinds of gray world, one uses the real gray, and the other uses the
average of some reflectance database.
Another interesting question is whether the human visual system relies on the average
chromaticity being that of the illuminant, which is believed by many color scientists. John
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McCann (1997) performed some experiments to prove that the human visual system does not
achieve color constancy based on the average.
2.4.2 Retinex Theory and Maximum RGB
Retinex theory is another important algorithm which was proposed by Land and his colleagues
(Land, 1977, 1986; Land and McCann, 1971; McCann et al, 1976). From some experiments,
Land noticed that slowly spatially varying illumination could be discounted by assuming that
small spatial changes in the sensor responses are due to changes in the illumination whereas
large changes are due to surface changes. In this method, random paths are selected, and
following each path, the ratio of the lightness for adjacent pixels is computed. If the ratio of the
outputs of the detectors is lower than some threshold, then it is assumed to be due to noise or
varying illumination. Otherwise, the ratio will approach the ratio of the surface reflectances. For
color images, the three-channel lightness information is processed independently. The retinex
algorithm is one of the earliest algorithms that consider nonuniform illumination and try to
remove its influence over the scene.
There are several versions of retinex theory to adjust the ratios between each channel. In
the original version (Land, 1977), the highest lightness on each channel was found and was
assumed to correspond to a white patch. In the later version (Land, 1986), the average of
lightness was used. So, when illumination nonuniformity is not considered, retinex theory could
be treated as maximum RGB method or just the same as gray world. The modification between
each channel follows a von Kries model.
In retinex theory, the detection of edges is very important. If any edge was not detected,
the subsequent reading along the path would be incorrect. Brainard and Wandell tested retinex
theory and suggested that a rather long path length should be used to get correct result. They
pointed out that the complex set of calculations that define the retinex algorithm is equivalent to
a simple normalization. This normalization is not color constant because a color constant
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algorithm must correct for the ambient light independent of the surfaces in the scene while the
retinex algorithm depends strongly on the surfaces.
The basic idea ofmaximum RGB method is that because a white patch reflects all light
equally at all wavelengths, the sensor response to a white patch determines the illuminant color.
Since any other surface in the image must reflect less light than the white patch, simply finding
the surface with maximum RGB values should suffice to find the white patch. The problem of
this algorithm is that color constancy would fail if there were no bright, white region in a scene.
2.4.3 Methods based on Finite Dimensional Linear Model
Image color signals come from spectral reflectances of objects and also from the spectral power
distribution of illuminants. Both of the two parts are functions ofwavelength. Since color signals
are normally three channel data, methods attempting to recover the spectral characteristics of
objects or illuminants must use some simplifications or assumptions on their spectral properties.
One important algorithm among them is Maloney-Wandell method (1986). In this method, the
surface reflectance model was assumed as Lambertian model, as described in Equation (2.12).
The first important assumption in this method is that both the surface reflectances and the
illuminant power distribution can be expressed as some linear combination of some basis
spectral functions, which is called a linear model. With this idea, the surface spectral reflectance





is the weight applied to these basis functions. The ambient light E(X) can also be




where ei are the weights for the illuminant bases. Then the original Equation (2. 12) about sensor





is a vector formed by the sensor outputs at location x. The matrix A is of the form
\E(X)Sj{X)Rk(X)dX. Consequently the recovery of reflectance and illuminant turns to be the
solving of the parameters a
*
and ,-. The second assumption of this method is that illumination
is unchanged in the image, the parameter , is invariable for different x. In order to let Equation
(2.16) have unique solution, the number of sensor outputs N must be larger than the number of
eigenvectors for object spectral reflectance. For trichromatic images, TV is 3, which requires that
the largest possible number of eigenvectors for spectral reflectance is only 2. Although they
suggested that two basic functions might also be effective in representing reflectances, many
other studies (Maloney, 1986, Vrhel et al., 1992, 1994,) show that there should be 4-7 basis
vectors to model the object reflectance. Vectors less than 4 are not sufficient and will cause too
large color differences. So this method is unrealistic in color constancy problem because of the
impossibility for only two parameters to express different kinds of object reflectance. For
illuminant composition, Judd et al. (1964) proposed some research on typical daylight, which
showed that daylight could be accurately represented with only three eigenvectors. But because
of wide variation in light sources, three basis functions are not enough to represent all kinds of
illuminants.
Based on Maloney-Wandell method, Tao et al. (2000) proposed another color constancy
method, which tries to
"detect"
the illuminant with linear model. The main difference in this
method is that illuminants are not calculated from equations, but are selected from several
candidate illuminations. The criterion of the selection is that the recovered spectral reflectances
of objects should all be positive. There are some advantages in using illuminant detection in this
method. First, with illuminant spectral distribution given, it avoids the inaccuracy of representing
illuminants with linear model. Second, the number of eigenvectors used to present object
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reflectances could be increased to three, which highly increases the spectral representation
accuracy comparing with only two eigenvectors. Nevertheless, there are still some problems in
this method that limits its application. The improvement of this method will be discussed in
detail in Chapter 8.
For methods doing spectral recovery with a linear model, one limitation is that the
number of sensor outputs is not enough to do spectral reflectance recovery of objects. If there
were more channels, there could be more eigenvectors to describe object spectral reflectances,
thus the recovery accuracy could be improved. Another limitation in these methods is that there
is not a good constraint on the recovered spectral reflectance, which will make the solution of the
estimated illuminants non-unique. Details on this problem will be discussed later.
2.4.4 The Dichromatic Reflection Model
The dichromatic model is another image formation model proposed by Shafer (1985), which is
based on the assumption that materials are inhomogeneous. To a large extent, scenes are
composed of some inhomogeneous materials such as plastics, paints, wood, fruits and so on, but
some materials are not inhomogeneous, such as metals, cloths and papers.
Light reflected from an inhomogeneous object is composed of two parts. The first part is
mirror-like reflected at the interface between the object's surface and the air, which is called
specular (or interface) reflection. The second part consists of light entering the pigment colorant
layer that is scattered and is observed after it crosses the surface boundary again into the air. This
is defined as diffuse (or subsurface) reflection. The reflected light Y from the inhomogeneous
object can be described as a function ofwavelength and geometric parameters,
Y(e,X) = cI(d)LI(X) + cs(6)Ls(X) (2.17)
The subscripts / and S denote the interface and subsurface components. L/(X) and LS(X)
are the spectral power distribution of the interface and subsurface reflection components, and the
terms c,(0) and cs(9) are the
geometric scale factors.
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Highlights or specularities are common but special parts in images, and their formation
cannot be processed with simple Lambertian model. There are several methods that make use of
the existence ofhighlights or specularities to do illuminant estimation with dichromatic model.
Based on dichromatic model, Lee (1986) proposed one simple algorithm to calculate the
chromaticity of illuminants. Because the light reflected from a uniform surface is a mixture of
the specular component and the diffuse component, in the CIE x-y chromaticity diagram, the
coordinates of the colors from different spots of the same surface will fall on the straight line
connecting the illuminant color point (x v,) and the surface color point (xs, ys)- This means that
the specular component dilutes the saturation of the color of the diffuse component. For different
objects under the same illuminant, the points forming straight lines tend to be oriented with
respect to the chromaticity coordinates of the illuminant. Since two lines can uniquely determine
one point, the chromaticity coordinates of the illuminant can be computed from two surfaces. In
practice, there are more than two surfaces, and the straight lines they formed may not pass
through exactly the same point because of several reasons such as noise or the presence ofmore
than one illuminant. Then the computation of illuminant color becomes a voting process.
Based on this method, Finlayson and Schaefer (1999) proposed another solution which
derives the illuminant color through color signals from only one surface. The other information
they used is the chromaticity distribution of illuminants with different color temperature. Their
intersection determines the illuminant chromaticity.
Tominaga and Wandell (1989) proposed an algorithm to estimate illuminant spectral
distribution and also to identify objects spectral reflectances with a dichromatic reflection model.
Since the color signals Y(6, X) can be expressed as a linear combination of the two component
vectors of light reflection L](X) and Ls(X), all the colors signals observed from an inhomogeneous
surface should fall in a subspace that lies on one plane. When color signals reflected from two
surfaces are measured under the same light source, there will be two different color-signal
planes, and the illuminant
vector E(X) is contained in both planes. The intersection vector
represents the common spectral information that is due to the light source. If there are more
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object surfaces of inhomogeneous materials, then more color-signal planes should intersect at a
common line, which corresponds to the illuminant spectrum. In Tominaga's further research
(1994, 1999), he obtained the spectral information of color signals from some multi-band
imaging system with finite-dimensional linear model.
One important process in methods using the dichromatic model is to find the specular
parts in images, which has attracted much research, such as those proposed by Klinker et al.
(1987) and Gershon et al. (1987). Barnard pointed out another problem for dichromatic model in
real images, which is the saturation ofhighlights.
2.4.5 GamutMapping Algorithms
Gamut mapping methods are novel and very promising methods that appeared in the past ten
years and there have been many algorithms in this area. Forsyth (1988, 1990) first introduced the
idea of using gamut mapping to solve the problem of illuminant estimation. His theory is based
on the observation that the range of colors measured by a camera or the eye depends on the color
of the light. For example, if one observes a patch that excites the red receptor strongly, the
illuminant cannot have been deep blue. This constraint arises from the fact that surfaces can
reflect no more light than is cast on them.
In the CRULE (coefficient rule) method proposed by Forsyth, he used the convex hull of
sensor outputs R, G, B values to represent gamuts. The gamut under some reference illuminant is
defined as the canonical gamut. With several assumptions, he derived that the gamut under one
illuminant can be expressed as a linear map of the gamut under the canonical illuminant. As a
result, it is possible to use geometrical properties of the gamut to estimate which linear map was
applied, and also to determine the illuminant. When determining what the map was, he used an
inverse map that takes the
observed gamut to a proper superset of the canonical gamut. Since
there is a feasible set of linear maps, and any of which might be associated with the illuminant
that formed the image, the estimator in this method chooses the map that gave the transformed
gamut with the largest volume as the correct answer. From Barnard's testing and comparison
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(1999), it is very interesting to see that gamut mapping in (R, G, B) space is an outstanding
method, which almost outperforms all other methods.
Following Forsyth's CRULE method, a lot of research was stimulated based on the
gamut mapping idea. Finlayson (1996) refined Forsythe's method by projecting (JR., G, B) colors
to chromaticities, and proposed the method as "color in
perspective"
to perform gamut
comparison in the color space defined as {RIB, GIB). There are several advantages in this
method. First, it simplifies 3D calculations to 2D calculations. Second, it avoids the problems of
illumination intensity variation and highlights that CRULE have. In addition, it suggested the
idea that the possible illuminant range is limited, which is very useful in illuminant estimation,
and is the source of the illuminant detection idea. But the testing on this method (Barnard, 1999)
proved its inefficiency, which is mainly because chromaticities are not enough to represent all
the information that is contained in three-channel image data.
After "color in perspective", Finlayson et al. (1997) proposed another gamut mapping
method as "color by correlation". In this method, a correlation matrix is built to correlate
possible image colors with the set of possible scene illuminants. Then, given a set of image data,
a vector is created corresponding to the colors existing in the scene, and the vector is multiplied
with each column in the correlation matrix to give a new matrix. In the new matrix, data value to
be 0 or 1 indicates that whether a particular image chromaticity is consistent with a particular
illuminant. To recover the illuminant, each column of the new matrix is summed, and the one
that is most consistent with the number of input colors is treated as the correct answer. The
method is further improved by adding Bayesian statistics to the process. Having the probability
that chromaticity / occurs under
illuminant j as p(i\j), with
Bayes'
rule, the probability of
illuminant j given the fact that chromaticity i appears in an image p(j\i) can be calculated. The
element in the correlation matrix is then modified with the probability p(j\i), then the above
approach can be used to find the most probable estimate of white. Barnard's testing results show
that this method is very effective, and one main
reason is its application of statistics on object
colors and illuminants.
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Barnard (1999) made some other contributions to gamut mapping algorithms. First, he
modified some gamut mapping methods to diminish the diagonal model error. The diagonal
model is widely used in various methods, but because of its limitations, it could cause some
errors which may result in an empty solution set in gamut mapping algorithms. In his
modification, diagonal mapping is applied to the gamut for a reference reflectance database
under a tested illuminant and a convex set is obtained similar to the canonical gamut. The
difference between the two gamuts reflects the failure of the diagonal model. Through extending
the canonical gamut with the mapping of all tested illuminants, the error of a diagonal model
could be diminished. Also with the same canonical gamut extending method, he improved some
gamut mapping methods to make them available for fluorescent surfaces and specular surfaces.
Another contribution he made is extending the color by correlation method in
three-
dimensional color space. The color by correlation method is promising because it can take
advantage of statistical information about the world. While noticing that the pixel brightness is
also a very important source of information, he developed a three-dimensional version of color
by correlation which is performed in color space (r, g, L), with
L= R + G + B, where r and g are
chromaticities and RGB are tristimulus values.
Tominaga et al. (1999, 2000) proposed another gamut comparison method named sensor
correlation inspired by the color by correlation method. Through testing color by correlation,
they noticed that the selection of the chromaticity coordinate system affects the method
processing very much. One difficulty in using the chromaticity representation is that the
chromaticity projection removes
color intensity differences. Because of this, they did the gamut
comparison based on raw sensor data in the RB plane. Then the reference gamuts at different
color temperatures are better separated.
2.4.6 Neural NetworkMethod
Funt et al. (1999) suggested that the relationship between an image of a scene and the
chromaticity of scene
illumination could be learned by a neural network. If the relationship could
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be extracted through a neural network, then the trained network would be able to determine a
scene's illuminant from its image. First, the neural network is trained with thousands of provided
images along with the chromaticity of its illuminants. After training, the network outputs the
chromaticity of the illumination given only the image data. Normally, the input information is
the chromaticity histogram of an image.
Following this, there have been several improvements on the neural network method.
First is bootstrapping color constancy (Funt and Cardei, 1999). In neural network training, it
requires feed back about the accuracy of the network's current results. Originally, perfect
feedback has been used. The method is improved through using feed back with a considerable
degree of random error in training, particularly, estimation from gray world algorithm is used
because of its simplicity. The second improvement is committee-based color constancy (Cardei
and Funt, 1999). They proposed an idea to achieve better illumination estimation by combining
the results of several existing algorithms. They tried committees of gray world, maximum RGB
and neural network methods. The experimental results show that the committee estimations
outperform those from single algorithm. The method of committee used in the article was the
average or some weighted average of the outputs of the individual algorithms.
Additionally, Cardei (2000) proposed some important ideas for color correcting images
with unknown origin. For the non-linearity problem in such images, they concluded that diagonal
model used for linear images also works in the case of gamma corrected images. For the problem
of unknown sensors, they pointed out that gamut mapping algorithms were not performable
because their requirements for reference gamuts could not be satisfied without knowing the
sensor sensitivity functions. They compared gray world, maximum RGB and neural network
methods for images with unknown sensor sensitivities, and the comparison results show the
advantages ofneural network methods.
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2.4.7 Methods using Varying Illuminations
From Equation (2.12), we can understand that if more information can be obtained from object
reflectances, there will be more known values in the equations, and illuminant estimation would
be more accurate. One important source to obtain more signals from objects is to have the sensor
outputs of the same surfaces under varying illuminations. Based on this idea, there have been
several methods that take advantage of same scene under different illuminations, and methods
vary on the source of the illuminations.
D'Zmura et al. (1992, 1993) proposed bilinear model, which considers the same scene
viewed under two or more illuminants. If both illuminants and surface reflectances could be well
described by three basis functions with linear model, then the color constancy problem can be
solved given three surfaces seen under two illuminants even though both the illuminants are
unknown. Finlayson (1994) did some improvement on this method that it is possible to use 5
basis functions on the illuminant, and also discussed the required conditions for bilinear model to
be more effective.
Mutual illumination is another source of varying illuminations to solve the color
constancy problem. Mutual reflection occurs when light reflected from one surface illuminates a
second surface. In this situation, the color of one or both surfaces can be modified by a color-
bleeding effect. Drew and Funt (1990), Funt, Drew and Ho (1991) modeled the formation of
mutual illumination. With spectral reflectance functions of two surfaces
5
'(A) and 5*2)(A), and
illuminant power distribution E(X), originally, color signals I(X) from them are
f\X) = E(X)S^(X)
Im(X) = E(X)S{1)(X)
Suppose the fraction al2 of /''(A) strikes surface 2, and similarly the fraction a2\ ofP\X) strikes
surface 1, with some simplifications, the color signals coming from the mutual reflection regions
are
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/1(1,(A) = /("(A)+ a2,/<2)(A)S,"(A)
/m<2,(A) = /'2)(A)+a12/<I(A)S(2,(A)
(2'19)
Based on finite dimensional linear model, and also with some additional assumptions, both
illuminant spectral power distribution and surface reflectances could be recovered. Funt and
Drew (1993) exploited that under a one-bounce of inter-reflection, the RGB vectors for a region
of uniform color lie in a plane. Intersection of two such planes from two inter-reflecting region
yields the color of the inter-reflected light.
Some other methods make use of varying illumination obtained from one object with
different surfaces being illuminated by different illuminants. Barnard et al. (1997) proposed a
method, which first uncovers the illumination variation with some image segmentation method,
and then uses the additional constraint it provided to obtain better color constancy. The image
segmentation method they used is modified from the edge detection method used in Retinex
theory.
2.4.8 Probabilistic Color Constancy
Brainard and Freeman (1994, 1995) proposed a Bayesian method to recover surface and
illuminant properties. They formulated computational color constancy as a statistical estimation
problem. With the assumption that the likelihood of any particular illuminant or surface
occurring in a scene is governed by a prior probability distribution, they applied Bayes rule to
derive the posterior distribution for illuminants and surfaces. In their articles, both illuminant and
surface reflectance probability distribution are drawn according to multivariate normal
distribution over the weights of a finite dimensional linear model. The weights for surfaces and
illuminants are calculated to minimize some loss functions. The selection of the scene illuminant
is the vector that has the minimum Bayes risk. On the other hand, the practical solution with this
method could be far too complicated, because the dimensionality of the vector grows with the
number of image locations. The method as bilinear voting permits more than two possible
illuminations existing in one image.
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As introduced above, color by correlation (Finlayson, 1997) is another method that takes
advantage of objects and illuminants probability distributions. Its efficiency indicates that the
statistic information for the real world is also helpful for color constancy problem.
2.4.9 Methods from Object Recognition
While almost all computational color constancy research is based on the study of image color
signals, it has long been known that the human ability of color constancy also depends on the
memory of object colors. Evans (1943) has a quote that "in every day life we are accustomed to
thinking of most colors as not changing at all. This is due to the tendency to remember colors
rather than to look at them closely". In everyday life, color is always treated as one character of
objects, like other percepts such as shape, size, taste, smell, and so on. Another recent study can
emphasize this option even more. Mizokami (2001) did an experiment that, for a photograph
taken in a living room, even though it was under the illumination of incandescent lamps, the
intrinsic color of objects could still be recognized. But when dividing the original photograph to
segments and rearranging them in a random order, although the reconstructed one has the same
size and same color signals as the original one, the color recognition ability is largely decreased.
In order to recover the intrinsic
"color"
of objects, some techniques concentrate on
adjusting familiar colors, such as the colors of trees or grasses, sky color, and human skin, since
they are the most familiar colors to people. These techniques have close connection to object
recognition and image processing to find the areas with special interests. Future computational
color constancy research should have more
consideration on this part to improve color constancy
research through the application of some image processing methods.
2.5 Conclusion
This chapter is a survey of the related backgrounds on color constancy and computational color
constancy algorithms.
While the concept color constancy comes from the visual system's ability
to discount the influence of illumination, it is desired to obtain the same function in modern color
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imaging and reproduction. Computational color constancy algorithms attempt to estimate
illumination and produce color-constant estimation of objects from limited image information.
The formation of color signals in images is based on the three components: illuminants, objects
and corresponding imaging system. Their main characteristics and types are introduced in the
chapter. The chapter also introduced the von Kries model and wide varieties of computational
color constancy algorithms. Those algorithms include the earliest gray world method and
Retinex theory, methods based on finite dimensional linear model, methods based on the
dichromatic reflection model, gamut mapping algorithms, methods using varying illuminations,
neural network method, probabilistic color constancy and methods from object recognition.
Through introducing their history, principle, application and limitation, it provides an overall
knowledge on the research and development in computational color constancy area.
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3 TESTING OF PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
Existing algorithms are the basis for further study. Different color constancy algorithms come
from different viewpoints and different assumptions, but they have the common purpose of
estimating the illuminant and recovering the original
"color"
of objects. Based on that, it is
possible and important to do the comparison between them to see their advantages,
disadvantages and their overall efficiency. Testing of the proposed algorithms is also beneficial
to our further research on computational color constancy. Although there have been some
previous work in method comparison (Barnard, 1999; Cardei, 2000), this approach is still
necessary in order to study those algorithms from our own viewpoint. Additionally, it includes
some recent algorithms which exhibit some new developments in this area.
3.1 The Tested Algorithms
Large numbers of models and algorithms on computational color constancy have been proposed
during the 100 years study, especially in the last 20 years. It is impossible to test all those
algorithms, only a small number of representative algorithms are selected in our testing and
comparison. The criteria in method selecting are: widely used, promising in efficiency and easily
performable. The selected methods for testing are Gray World (GW), Maximum RGB (MRGB),
3D Gamut Mapping in (R, G, B) space (3DGM), Color by Correlation (CbyC), Sensor
Correlation (SC), and Illuminant Detection in Linear Space (IDLS). In addition, the Maloney-
Wandell method is also considered and tested. Because it has unacceptable efficiency on
three-
channel color images, the testing of this method is mainly discussed for spectral recovery and
illuminant estimation for multi-channel images (Chapter 9).
Among the selected testing algorithms, gray world and maximum RGB are the simplest
but most widely used
methods. Three-dimensional gamut mapping (Forsyth, 1990), which is
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performed in (R, G, B) space, is the original method of gamut comparison. Color by correlation
(Finlayson, 1999) is a very popular gamut comparison method. From Barnard's (1999)
comparison of color constancy algorithms, 3-D gamut mapping, color by correlation and neural
network methods are most effective among his testing algorithms. Some new algorithms which
look promising are added in the testing. One is sensor correlation method (Tominaga, 2000), and
the other is illuminant detection in linear space (Tao, 2000).
3.1.1 GrayWorld
Gray world is a method of doing image color balance adjustment through diagonal
transformation with the assumption that the average of R, G and B channels should be equal to
each other when the image is correctly color-balanced. As a result, the chromaticities of the
original illumination can be estimated through the transformation coefficients. From the
discussion in Appendix A, the average of colors in real world is likely not to be the color "gray",
but some color like
"orange"
or "brown". Two kinds of gray world method are tested based on
the definition of
"gray"
in the original assumption. The first method defines
"gray"
with the
equal values in R, G and B channels. The other gray world method (GW_DB) defines
"gray"
with the spectral reflectance as the average of the surface reflectances in the spectral database
(Appendix A).
3.1.2 Maximum RGB
Maximum RGB is another simple color balance method that basically assumes that
"white"
objects exist in the image and hold the maximum value of each channel. The method is limited
when the assumption is not satisfied, for example no white color in the image, or the existence of
some saturated highlights. The assumed
"white"
in this method normally has spectral reflectance
as 1 at each wavelength. Objects in real world normally have reflectance spectrum less than 1
and the maximum reflectance for all the surfaces in an image is also less than 1 . When there are
some highlights in the image, those parts normally represent more about the color of the
illuminant. But because highlights are composed of two reflectance parts and have much higher
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intensity than normal surface reflectance, they are likely to be saturated in real taken images.
Maximum RGB method would be totally ineffective when one or more channels are saturated.
Because of those, maximum RGB method is not as popular as gray world although both of them
have the same simplicity.
3.1.3 Three-Dimensional GamutMapping
Illuminant estimation through gamut mapping in (R, G, B) space was proposed by Forsyth, and is
the origin of other gamut comparison methods. The basic idea in this method is to map the
original gamut to the canonical gamut through a diagonal transform. The criterion of the
mapping is that the transformed gamut obtains the maximum volume inside the canonical gamut.
The selection of such transform parameters is performed through the geometric calculation of the
three-dimensional polyhedrons which are composed of the transform components. For each
vertex in the original gamut, we calculate its corresponding parameters for it to be transformed to
all the vertex in the canonical gamut. Those parameters will define a convex range that all the
parameters inside it could certify the vertex to be transformed inside the canonical gamut. The
same thing will be done to all the vertices in the original gamut, and a series of parameters for
these polyhedrons will be obtained. Each of them defines the range of parameters for that vertex
to be transformed inside the canonical gamut. Their intersection common range would also be a
convex polyhedron and defines the range of parameters for all the vertices in the original gamut
to be transformed inside the canonical gamut. Although there is a range of parameters that
satisfies such transformations, only one group of parameters should be selected as the final
estimation. The original method suggested the one which could obtain the maximum volume in
the canonical gamut. Some modification of this method (Barnard, 1999) also suggested using the
average of the constraint set as the final answer. Since the method is performed in a three-
dimensional space, large amounts of polyhedron intersections make the method calculation
intensive especially when the image
polyhedron gamut has larger number of vertices, which is
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normal for real images. The method is deeply studied and several improvements based on that
were proposed by Barnard (1999).
3.1.4 Color by Correlation
In color by correlation method, one important procedure is establishing the correlation matrix,
each column ofwhich consists of all possible chromaticities under one candidate illuminant. For
the image, a vector is created composed of all existing chromaticities in the image. The detection
of the illuminant is through the correlation between the vector and the matrix columns. In our
testing of this method gamut comparison is performed as two-dimensional geometric calculation
instead of matrix correlation. It will obtain the same results as that through matrix correlation,
but more directly. There are several versions in establishing of the correlation matrix. The
simplest one is using the convex hull of all existing chromaticities, that is, setting all the
chromaticity coordinates inside the convex polygon to be 1. Another version of color by
correlation method made application of the probability distribution of the chromaticities. The
correlation matrix is composed of their corresponding probability with the values from 0 to 1
instead of the uniform distribution. In our testing the later version is selected in testing this
method. The probability distribution under each canonical illuminant is created through the
chromaticity histogram of the surface reflectance database under that illuminant.
3.1.5 Sensor Correlation
Sensor correlation method is a new proposed method which is also based on gamut comparison.
One main difference between sensor correlation method and color by correlation is that gamut
description and comparison is performed in direct sensor output (R, B) space instead of the
chromaticity (r, g) space, which is where the name of the method came from. The main reason
for choosing channels R and
B is because most generally-used illuminants have their
chromaticities coincide with the points in Planckian locus. Images with illumination varying in
this direction mainly have their
color signals changing in red and blue channels, and have least
influence in green channel. The reference gamuts are created for all the candidate illuminants
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with the surface reflectances from the spectral reflectance database. The tested image also has its
corresponding gamut generated in (R, B) space. The image gamut is compared with each of the
candidate reference gamuts. The one with maximum correlation is selected as the illuminant of
the image. In this method, all the RGB signals are normalized first to exclude absolute intensity





The maximum intensity 7max is the maximum value of the intensity overall all surfaces. It is used
to normalize the image signals as:
(R,G,B) = (RIImix,G/ImM,BIImax) (3.2)
In the improved version of sensor correlation method (Tominaga, 2000), a scale k is added
before the normalized color signals as:
(R,G,B) = k(R/Im3X,GIImx,B/ImJ (3.3)
The value of k is changing from 0 to 1, and all the corresponding RGB values are used to create
the image gamut. The one with the maximum gamut correlation is treated as the detected
illuminant whatever the k value is.
3.1.6 Illuminant Detection in Linear Space
This method is created based on the linear model and illuminant detection method. The original
image is assumed to be taken under one of the candidate illuminants. The spectral reflectances of
surfaces in the image are recovered from the color signals with the spectral distribution of sensor
sensitivities and the assumed candidate illuminant. A linear model (generally PCA method) is
used in the spectral reflectance recovery because reflectance is a function of wavelength while
color signals are only
three-channel data. The criterion of the recovered spectral reflectances is
that they should be positive. As
we know, such a criterion is very loose and impossible to make a
good judgment whether the reflectances have been correctly recovered. The criterion is modified
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in our testing as that the best selection of the candidate illuminant will have the least number of
surfaces with the recovered spectral reflectance exceeding the range of 0 to 1. Another
modification in this method is that the spectral reflectances are recovered through Wiener
estimation instead of the linear model such as PCA because normally Wiener estimation has
better spectral recovery efficiency.
3.2 Generation and Testing of Synthetic Images
Testing on synthetic images has many benefits. First, they are easy to create and to have their
special design. Second, they are simple and suitable for large amounts of testing, which is
important to get statistic judgment on algorithms. Because generally algorithms are more
efficient when their assumptions are satisfied, testing results from large amounts of images can
provide better evaluation. Third, those ideal images exclude other influences such as noise in real
taken images. Testing results on synthetic images are easily analyzed. On the other hand, the
simplicity of synthetic images is also their shortcoming. It is hard for synthetic images to
simulate multiple and complicated object reflection models in real world because they do not
have the complexity of objects and illuminations in real scenes.
3.2.1 Generation of Synthetic Images
In order to generate an image, three components in image formation are required as the surface
reflectance, the illuminant power distribution, and the sensor spectral sensitivities. All the three
parts are simulated according to some existing database. For one image, the number of surfaces
could be different. In our testing we select the number of surfaces as 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 in each
image type. For each image type, 1000 synthetic images are generated for method testing.
Simulation of Surface Spectral Reflectance
The simulated surface reflectances are randomly selected from the spectral reflectance
database. There have been many widely used reflectance databases, for example the Macbeth
Color Checker, the Vrhel database (Vrhel, 1994), the Munsell Book
of Color, SOCS (Standard
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Object Color Spectral Database) and so on. A good selection of a spectral reflectance database
should have wide range and properly represent the object color statistical distributions in the real
world, although there has not been good method to estimate such distributions. Here we created a
combined database which is composed of 1732 surface reflectance samples. It includes the
Macbeth Color Checker, the Vrhel database, part of the SOCS database, and the reflectance of
some paints. The database includes a large range of colors.
Simulation of Illuminants
The simulated illuminants include three kinds of commonly used illuminants: blackbody
radiations, daylight and fluorescent lights. The spectral power distributions of blackbody
radiations are simulated with Equation (2.1). Their selected color temperature is from 2500K to
8000K with the equal-spaced reciprocal megakelvins (MK1) from 118 to 400. The simulated
daylights are created with Equation (2.3), with their correlated color temperature ranging from
4000K to 10000K. The simulated fluorescent lights include two sources. One is from the typical
fluorescent lights Fl to F12, the other is from a measured illuminant spectral distribution
database (SFU illuminant power distribution). The main characteristic of illuminants studied in
this thesis is their correlated color temperature or their chromaticities. So the simulated
blackbody radiations are mainly used in the testing.
Simulation of Sensor Sensitivities
Sensor sensitivities are assumed to be smooth, single-peaked curve in visible range with
values strictly limited to be between 0 and 1 . Here we use cubic spline functions to simulate the
real sensitivity functions with peak














Although real spectral sensitivities are generally more complicated than the cubic spline
functions, these curves have proven to be very effective in sensor sensitivity simulations (Ohta,
1983; Quan, 2000), and their characteristics are easier to analyze. The simulated curves contain
the main properties of real sensitivities, such as the peak wavelength and the width. The variation
of the overlaps between different channels can also be simulated through different combinations
of the three channels. The following figure is one example of simulated sensor spectral
sensitivities for red, green and blue channels. Spectral sensitivities in real camera do not always
have the symmetric shape. They could be more accurately simulated if a parameter representing
"skewness"
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Figure 3.1: One example of three-channel sensor spectral sensitivities simulated with cubic
spline functions.
Other Considered Conditions
There could be more comprehensive designs on synthetic images to make them more
comparable to real image, such as the existence of fluorescent surfaces, specular parts and
variations of illuminants. Method efficiencies for those special conditions can also be tested
through those images. Barnard has done some research on color constancy for fluorescent
surfaces and specularities (Barnard, 1999). The basis for both the two considerations is to extend
the reference or canonical gamut to include the chromaticities from those special reflectances,
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which makes the color constancy methods more robust for these two cases. The simulation of
fluorescent surfaces in our testing comes from a small database which is composed of some
measured fluorescent surfaces. Another consideration in our testing is the efficiency of different
illuminant estimation methods in detecting fluorescent lights. Fluorescent lights are one type of
important illuminants widely used for images. They have their special power distributions very
different from other illuminants and their characteristics cannot be represented from their
chromaticities. It is useful for illuminant estimation methods to have good efficiency in detecting
fluorescent lights from other kinds of illuminants.
3.2.2 Method Comparison through Testing on Synthetic Images
Selected illuminant estimation methods described above were tested first with synthetic images.
Five kinds of surface number, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64, were selected in generating those images. For
each of the surface number, 1000 synthetic images were tested as a group, and their average
estimation errors were used as the metric in evaluating method efficiency.






























Figure 3.2: Method comparison on synthetic images with the
estimation error as the Euclidean
distances between the established and real illuminants.
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Testing results are shown in Figure 3.2. The estimation error is described as the
Euclidean distance of the chromaticities between the estimated illuminants and the real
illuminants. None of delta E formulae were used because only camera responses were studied
here not human visual systems.
When the surface number increases, the method estimation errors decrease. It is in
agreement with our expectation because the more surfaces, the more information about the
original illuminant there is. Almost all the algorithms are based on the statistical characteristics
of surface spectral distribution. More surfaces will provide better descriptions about their
statistical distributions. When comparing method efficiency, the number of surface should be
considered because with different numbers of surfaces, the rank order of performance differs. In
all cases, when testing on synthetic images, gray world and maximum RGB have the worst
efficiency among the tested methods. Database adjusted gray world, illuminant detection in
linear space and sensor correlation methods have medium efficiency. Color by correlation and
three-dimensional gamut mapping methods have comparatively the best efficiency.
3.2.3 Method Efficiency in Detecting Fluorescent Lights
Fluorescent lights are special illuminants. Their spectral power distributions are marked by the
presence of some of the emission lines of mercury vapor. They are good simulations of other
lights, for example daylight, and are one type of popular illuminant because of their wide
variations in color appearance. Color constancy algorithms mainly estimate the chromaticities of
illuminants. While fluorescent lights do not have much chromaticity difference with other
illuminants, the efficiency of the methods for detecting fluorescent lights will be different from
their overall efficiency. In our testing, 1000 synthetic images are created with fluorescent lights
as their illuminants, which are randomly selected from the typical fluorescent lights Fl to F12. It
is of no meaning to use chromaticity
difference as the metric of method efficiency in detecting
fluorescent lights. In this experiment we use illuminant detection method to select the best fitted
illuminant among all the
candidate illuminants to examine if the method can correctly detect
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whether the original illuminant is a fluorescent light. The testing results are shown in Table 3-1
for different algorithms. For all the tested 1000 images, the first column is the number of images
that the method can correctly detect the original fluorescent lights. The second column is the
number of images for which the method can detect that the illuminant belongs to fluorescent
lights but may not select the correct one.
Table 3-1: Method efficiency in detecting fluorescent lights through testing 1000 synthetic
images with fluorescent lights as illuminant.
No. of illuminants correctly
detected
No. of illuminants detected as
fluorescent lights
Gray world 13 470
Database adjusted gray world 273 577
Maximum RGB 325 749
Color by correlation 898 969
Sensor correlation 227 553
Illuminant detection in linear space 392 972
Among the tested illuminant estimation methods, color by correlation highly outperforms
others in detecting fluorescent lights, while gray world method is the worst one. The main
difference between color by correlation and other methods is that it makes application of
statistical distribution of surface chromaticities under different illuminants. Comparatively,
sensor correlation method does illuminant detection through comparison of gamuts in (R, B)
space instead of comparison of chromaticity distributions. It has relatively low efficiency in
detecting fluorescent lights. Based on that, fluorescent lights are easier to be detected through the
comparison on color
signals'
statistical characteristics for the image and for the correlated
references. Illuminant detection in linear space has high percentage when detecting illuminant as
belonging to fluorescent lights, but the accuracy
in selecting the correct one is lower than color
by correlation method.
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3.3 Capturing and Testing ofReal Images
The testing on real images is important to determine algorithm efficiency under comprehensive
and real conditions. In all cases the color constancy algorithms are used to estimate illuminants
for real images. Objects in real images are miscellaneous and could be very different. Testing on
real images should be performed on different types of scenes. Although it is easy to obtain many
real images, for example, those from some photo database or website, they are not suitable to be
used to test method efficiency because both the original illuminant and the sensor spectral
sensitivities that the images were taken with must be known for testing. In our experiment, the
tested images were taken in a lightbooth with a digital camera.
Camera
The digital camera used to in this experiment is SONY DTS-ST5 camera. It has 8-bit
output color signals. The spectral sensitivities for the three channels in the camera are measured
using a monochromator and are shown in Figure 3.3. In order to emphasize details on low
intensity region of the image, signals from cameras are normally nonlinear. For color constancy
research, the direct outputs from camera sensors are necessary to have correct analysis of the
image data. The non-linearity of color signals in this camera is corrected through a look-up table,
which was generated from the measured and theoretically calculated sensor outputs forMacbeth




Figure 3.3: Sensor sensitivities for R, G and B channels in SONY DTS-ST5 digital camera.
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Illuminants
The Macbeth lightbooth used for taking pictures in this experiment was specially
designed for various illuminants with different correlated color temperatures. There are two
types of light sources inside the lightbooth. One is tungsten light, and the other is one type of
fluorescent light. Through adjusting the intensity of the two lights, the illuminant spectral power
distribution can be smoothly adjusted from lower to higher correlated color temperature. Figure
3.4 shows the spectral power of some of the illuminants from the lightbooth. Those spectral
distributions are the actual measured spectral power distributions and were not normalized. The
correlated color temperature of the illuminant can be changed from 2300K to 8100K in steps.
0.012 r
400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Wavelength (nm)
Figure 3.4: Spectral power of illuminants from Macbeth
lightbooth used for taking pictures in
this experiment.
Scenes
Five scenes taken inside the lightbooth
were selected to do the testing on real images.
They are shown in the Figure
3.5 and are named "Macbeth", "fruits", "paint",
"collect"
and
"doll". For each scene, a series of
pictures were taken by changing the illuminant CCT of the
lightbooth. Nine different color
temperatures were selected for each scene, so that 45 images
were tested. The number of scenes
is quite small and therefore they do not represent all the
different kinds of real images in our everyday
life. The experiment here just gives some
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examples of testing method efficiency on real images. The first scene
"Macbeth"
is a typical
Mondrian scene with large colorful patches. The scene
"fruits"
includes colorful objects with
many highlights. The scene
"paint"
is a colorful scene without any specular highlights. The scene
"collect"
is composed of objects of everyday life with highlights and saturated colors. The scene
"doll"






Figure 3.5: Scenes taken inside the lightbooth for method testing on real images. They are named
as (a) "Macbeth"; (b) "fruits"; (c) "paint"; (d) "collect"; (e)
"doll"
3.3.1 Method Comparison through Testing on Real Images
These seven selected color constancy algorithms were tested on the above real images. The
average estimation errors for all the tested algorithms and scenes are shown in Figure 3.6.
Shorter bars indicate better efficiency. For each scene, method efficiency is measured by the
average estimation error for the nine pictures taken under different illuminations. The results
illustrate that method efficiency depends largely on the scene. The detailed statistical analysis of
the testing results is shown in Appendix
B.
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Figure 3.7: Average method efficiency on real images.
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Figure 3.8: Illuminant estimation efficiency on different kinds of scenes for the tested images.
Figure 3.7 and 3.8 are the two-way rearrangement of the data in Figure 3.6 to investigate
the influence from the algorithms and the scenes. Figure 3.7 shows the average across method of
the overall method efficiency on real images. In the figure, the middle square is the average of all
testing image, and the line shows the range between the maximum and minimum estimation
errors.
"Nothing"
point means that the original illumination of the image is assumed to be
"white"
without any illuminant estimation processing. Comparatively, the sensor correlation and
the database adjusted gray world methods have the best efficiency. Gray world has the worst
efficiency among them. The two methods as color by correlation and illuminant detection in
linear space have large variation in efficiency depending on the tested scenes.
Since method efficiency also depends on scenes, we show the estimation efficiency for
each tested scenes in Figure 3.8. The illuminant in the
"Macbeth"
pictures can be best estimated




have high estimation errors and also high variations between different methods. The
main reason for that may be because the
images with the two scenes include saturated highlights.
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A good color constancy algorithm should have good estimation efficiency on different
kinds of images. The testing of method efficiency on real images demonstrated that their
efficiency is largely image dependent. Since the testing only included a small number of images,
method efficiency can only be partly represented through the above testing. In order to have a
more accurate study of the methods, larger numbers and different types of images should be
tested so that their relationship with scene contents can be better explained.
3.4 Conclusion
Among large amounts of illuminant estimation methods, seven typical methods are tested and
compared to see their efficiency for different conditions. The selected methods include some
widely used methods and also some novel ones declared to be highly effective from other
researchers. They are gray world, database adjusted gray world, maximum RGB, three-
dimensional gamut mapping, color by correlation, sensor correlation and illuminant detection in
linear space. The methods are tested both on synthetic data and real images. From the results for
synthetic image data, the three-dimensional gamut mapping, color by correlation, and sensor
correlation methods have the best efficiency. The methods are also tested for their performance
in detecting fluorescent lights. Color by correlation outperforms the other methods with much
higher accuracy. The main possible reason is that a statistical distribution is applied in the
method. The testing results for real taken images illustrates that the estimation efficiency
depends not only on methods but also on the content
of the scenes. The sensor correlation and
the database adjusted gray world methods have the best efficiency.
On the other hand, the scene
of
"Macbeth"
has much higher illuminant estimation accuracy than the other scenes whatever the
testing methods. Also, the methods have relatively
different performances for scenes captured
under different conditions.
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4 GAMUT COMPARISONWITH LIGHTNESS
SEPARATION
4.1 Advantage ofLightness in Distinguishing Illuminants
The basic concept of color constancy algorithms using gamut comparison is that the possible
range of colors is different under different illuminants. Through comparing the image gamut and
the reference gamut, which is composed of the all colors under the reference illuminant, we can
estimate the original illuminant. The efficiency of gamut comparison also depends on the
selected color space. If in a color space, gamuts can be largely separated for different
illuminants, illuminant estimation through gamut comparison in such space would obtain better
efficiency. In chromaticity spaces, for example (x, v), the outside range of a gamut describes the
highest saturation of the colors inside it. Bright colors normally have lower saturation than those
with dull colors. The outside range of gamuts in such spaces is mainly determined by the colors
with low lightness levels, and the differences of gamuts under difference illuminants are not very
obvious. Figure 4.1 shows an example for gamuts in such spaces. It describes the chromaticity
range of optimal colors in (x, y) space at each lightness level. Panel (a) is under illuminant D65
and panel (b) is under illuminant A. In both panels, the largest outside contour is the chromaticity
locus of single-wavelength, and the contours step by step inside are those with different lightness
Y from 10 to 90. The center star is the chromaticity of the illuminant. When Fgets higher, colors
have smaller chromaticity gamut area. On the other hand, gamuts are less different for different
illuminant at low lightness level, while the higher the lightness, the more distinguishable of the
gamut differences between illuminant D65 and illuminant A. The observation of gamut
differences between the two illuminants in Figure 4.1 inspired the consideration of using
lightness separation in the methods of illuminant estimation through gamut comparison. When
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comparing the image gamut and the reference gamut at each lightness level, colors with higher
lightness will be considered separately from those with low lightness and provide more
contribution to distinguish illuminants. It makes use of the fact that bright colors contain more
information about their corresponding illuminant.
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.S 06 0.7 0.8
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Chromaticity range of optimal colors in (x, y) space, (a) under Illuminant D65; (b)
under Illuminant A.
4.2 The Application of von Kries Model
The research on illuminant estimation and chromatic adaptation have their common points.
Illuminant estimation methods concentrate on determining the unknown illuminant from image
color signals, and chromatic adaptation models attempt to find out the mechanisms used in the
visual systems to discount the effect of illumination change. The application of a chromatic
adaptationmodel is therefore potentially helpful in illuminant estimation.
To simulate the adjustment of visual systems, the method applies the von Kries model (as
Equation 2.13) to transform the image from the original
illuminant to be as taken under another
illuminant, defined as the transformed illuminant here. The three scaling coefficients kL, kM and
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ks are the ratios between cone responses of the white point under the transformed illuminant and





The subscript WT means white point under transformed illuminant and W0 means white point
under original illuminant. LWj , MWj , SWt are LMS of white under transformed illuminant, and
Lw0 > Mw0 , SWo are LMS ofwhite under original illuminant. One typical illuminant, for example
Illuminant D65, is defined as the reference illuminant. With one group of suitable coefficients,
kLR > kMg and kSg , the transformed image could have the chromaticities of the white point under
the transformed illuminant the same as those under the reference illuminant. The cone responses







Here Lw , Mw and Sw are L, M, S values of white point under reference illuminant. Color
signals (for example RGB) are first transferred to chromatic tristimulus values X, Y, Z. Then
through chromatic adaptation transform matrix M (Fairchild, 1997), the chromatic tristimulus
values can be transformed into cone responses as:
(4.3)
After the von Kries transformation (as Equation 2.13), the L', M',
S'
values of the transformed
image can be returned back toX', Y\
Z'















After the transformation, the chromaticity values of transformed images will have their x, y, Y
values calculated to create the corresponding image gamut at each Y level for gamut comparison
at the next step.
4.3 Gamut Comparison at Each Lightness Level
From the above analysis, we know that when the transformed illuminant has the same
chromaticities as the reference illuminant, the original illuminant chromaticities can be
calculated from Equation (4.2). The criterion to detect the coincidence of the transformed
illuminant and the reference illuminant is based on the gamut comparison of that from the
transformed image and the reference gamut, which refers to the range of possible colors under
that reference illuminant.
In this method, gamuts are described in (x, y, Y) space. There are several benefits in using
this color space. First, it makes use of the three-dimensional information of color signals.
Second, it simplifies the calculation. As we know, gamuts expressed in three-dimensional spaces
are normally described as polyhedrons. It makes the computation of the gamuts and their
comparisons intensive. Third, the device-independent color space avoids the gamut differences
caused by the variations in camera sensors when doing gamut comparison. Figure 4.2 shows an
example of the gamuts described in (x, y, Y) space, which is the range of optimal colors under
Illuminant D65 with Y step spaced at 10 from 10 to 90. Since the chromaticity ranges for colors
with lower Y values are always larger than those for colors with higher Y values, it makes the
gamut calculation easier at each lightness level. We can just determine the gamut for colors with
lightness equal to and higher than that lightness value instead of calculating the convex range for









Figure 4.2: An example of gamut description in (x, y, Y) space as the chromaticity gamut range
of optimal colors under Illuminant D65.
The next step is the comparison of the transformed image gamuts with the reference
gamut. Since gamut comparison is performed at each lightness level, the three-dimensional
gamut calculation is simplified as a series of two-dimensional geometric calculations. The
intersection of two gamuts can be treated as the polygon intersection in (x, v) space at each 7
level. Figure 4.3 shows an example of the gamut intersection at one 7 level.
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Figure 4.3: Gamut intersection at each Y step can be calculated as polygon intersection.
The calculation of polygon intersection areas involves two steps: (1) find the vertices of
the common region which describes the intersection of the two polygons; and (2) calculate the
area of the common region. The vertices of the common region are composed of the line
intersecting points of the two polygons and the vertices of one polygon inside the other polygon.
The area of the common region can be calculated through Equation (4.5).
polygon h )\ + x2 y2 + + Xn y
\
(x2 y2 *3 y^ *l y> )
(4.5)
Here (xy, yi) to (xn, y) are the coordinate values of the common region vertices. Since gamuts at
lower intensity levels have larger areas than those at higher intensity levels, in order to treat each
level with the same weight, the overlapping degree at each 7 step is normalized as the ratio
between the area of the common region and the area of the reference gamut range. Then the
overlapping degree for the whole gamut







Here, n is the number of 7 steps, SP] is the intersection polygon area at ith 7 step, and SPr is the
reference gamut (x, v) polygon area at ith 7 step. When the transformed gamut and the reference
gamut have their maximum overlapping degree, the transformed illuminant is assumed to have
the same chromaticities as the reference illuminant, and the chromaticities of the original
illuminant can be deduced from the transformation coefficients kL, kM and ks as Equation (4.2).
4.4 Experiments
First, the proposed gamut comparison method is tested on synthetic images. The testing results
are compared with gray world method and maximum RGB method. Barnard (2000) modified the
original color by correlation to be performed in a three dimensional color space, named as three-
dimensional color by correlation. This method and the proposed method have a common point
that both of them perform gamut comparison at different intensity levels. One main difference
between them is the selection of color space, while the three-dimensional color by correlation
method is performed in (r, g, L) color space, where r=RIL, g=GIL and L=R+G+B. In order to see
the effect caused by color space difference, gamuts are also described in (r, g, L) space and the
gamut comparison is performed at each L level. The image transformation for one illuminant to














Also, image illuminant is estimated through the determination of the transform coefficient kR, kG
and ks.
Methods are tested on 1000 synthetic images as described in section 3.2. The error metric
is defined as the Euclidean distance in (r, g) space between the chromaticities of the estimated
illuminant and those of the actual illuminant. The median, maximum, mean errors and their
standard deviation are compared among different methods as shown in Table 4-1 .
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Table 4-1: Estimation error comparison of different methods for synthetic images with different
surface number.
Median Maximum Mean Standard Deviation
8 Surfaces
GrayWorld 0.067 0.27 0.072 0.042
Max RGB 0.053 0.29 0.061 0.049
Proposed method 0.053 0.25 0.063 0.057
In (r, g, L) space 0.049 0.25 0.059 0.052
16 Surfaces
GrayWorld 0.062 0.21 0.064 0.030
Max RGB 0.035 0.20 0.043 0.034
Proposed method 0.026 0.21 0.041 0.040
In (r, g, L) space 0.027 0.21 0.040 0.040
32 Surfaces
GrayWorld 0.062 0.16 0.063 0.022
Max RGB 0.022 0.14 0.027 0.023
Proposed method 0.022 0.13 0.020 0.022
In (r, g, L) space 0.021 0.15 0.019 0.024
64 Surfaces
GrayWorld 0.061 0.12 0.061 0.017
Max RGB 0.014 0.082 0.018 0.015
Proposed method 0 0.074 0.012 0.015
In (r, g, L) space 0 0.11
0.012 0.018
Figure 4.3 exhibits the comparison of mean estimation errors from those methods. From
the comparison results, the proposed method mainly
has better performance than gray world and
maximum RGB on synthetic images. On the other hand, when gamuts are described in (r, g, L)
space, and the transformation is on (R, G, B), the
performance is a little better than those in (x, v,
Y) space, especially when surface
number is lower. That is partly because there are less
transformations when doing transformation on (R, G, B),
and also because the (L, M, S) response
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Figure 4.4: Mean estimation errors of different methods for each surface number.
4.5 Conclusion
This chapter introduced an illuminant estimation method based on von Kries transformation and
gamut comparison. By simulating the color constancy abilities of the visual system, the method
applied the von Kries model to transform the chromaticities of the original image, simulating the
effect of being taken under a reference illuminant. The method used the three-dimensional color
space (x, v, 7) to describe gamuts, which keeps the three-channel information of images and
simplified the computations of gamut volumes and intersections as a series of two-dimensional
geometric calculations. The method used only one illuminant reference gamut. Through the
comparison between transformed image gamuts and the reference gamut, the method detected
the coincidence of the transformed illuminant and the reference illuminant. The original scene
illuminant was deduced through the transformation coefficients. The performance of this method
illustrated the efficiency of this proposed method.
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5 MAXIMUM COLOR SEPARATION AND ITS
IMPROVEMENTS
5.1 Assumption
Despite the color constancy ability in human visual system to discount the influence of
illumination and approximately recover the original color of objects, it can still be noticed that
objects look more vivid under white illuminant, for example daylight, than under other colorful
illuminants, for example tungsten lights. This phenomenon has long been noticed, but has not
been applied directly in the research of color constancy or illuminant estimation. It could be one
mechanism for human visual system to achieve color constancy through maximizing the scene
colorfulness. When applied to illuminant estimation, the colorfulness of an image has strong
connection with color gamut in chromaticity space. Based on this phenomenon, Ohta (2000)
proposed the assumption that our visual system adapts in such a way that the separation of
respective colors is maximized. Based on the assumption and also making use of the simple
diagonal transform, he proposed a new illuminant estimation method named as Maximum Color
Separation (MCS). The basic idea of this method is that through diagonal transformation, image
can be transferred to the one as being taken under whitish illuminant by maximizing gamut area.
The original illuminant could be derived through the transform coefficients. The method has
some similarities with the most widely used gray world method because images are also
transferred to be as under white illuminant with the diagonal transform in gray world. But the
two methods are based on different assumptions. The basis assumption in gray world is that the
average of the three channels as R, G and B should be the same under white illumination.
The MCS method is based on the diagonal transform of color signals RGB. The
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Here, ?, ? andy? are the three transform coefficients for R, G and B channels. The chromaticities










The relationship between the transformed chromaticities and the original chromaticities can be












Based on the assumption of the MCS method, the transformed illuminant will be white when the
gamut of transformed image obtains the maximum area. The color space selected in calculating
and maximizing gamut is the chromaticity space (r, g). The gamut area, S, is a function of the
transformed chromaticities. Since the original image chromaticities are fixed, based on Equation
(5.3), S is also the function of the three coefficients ?, ? and ft. When the gamut area S arrives its
maximum, there will be the relationship between S and the coefficients ?, ? andft such that
dS__dS__dS_ (5.4)
dp dy dB
The three transform coefficients ?, ? and ft could consequently be solved through the above
equation. Because the transferred illuminant is assumed to be white, the original illuminant could
be obtained through ?, ? andft based on the diagonal model.
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5.2 Derivation
From above analysis, one important part in MCS method is to find the representation of gamut
area S from the transformed chromaticities and g', and obtain the relationship between S and
the coefficients ?, ? and ft as in Equation (5.4). To simplify the problem for the initial attempt,
Ohta represented the gamut as a triangle covering. Through the derivation of the coefficients, he
found out a very interesting result that the centroid of triangle is at (r, g)
= (1/3, 1/3) when the
gamut area reaches the maximum. The result shows that this method has a strong connection
with gray world method, because the coordinate of (1/3, 1/3) in (r, g) space just means R=G=B.
The difference between the two methods is that under a white illuminant, the MCS assumes that
the centroid of the image gamut should be neutral, while the gray world assumes that the average
of the three channels should be neutral. In the following part, we introduce the derivations
introduced above and its extension of representing chromaticity gamuts with convex polygons.
5.2.1 Derivation of the Centroid while Representing Gamut with Triangle
0 1
Figure 5.1: Chromaticity gamut described as a triangle in (r, g) space.
As the first step in studying this problem,
the chromaticity gamuts of images are simplified as
triangles in (r, g) space as shown in Figure
5.1. Through the diagonal transformation, the original
gamut which is the triangle with the vertices (ru gi), (r2, g2) and (r3, g3) will be transferred to a
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new gamut as the triangle with the vertices (>,', g,'), (/,', g2') and (r3', g3')- Then the





The relationship between S and the coefficients ?, ?,fi can be deducted from Equation (5.3) and
(5.5). Because chromaticities r, g and b are correlated and the gamuts we study are in (r, g)
space, only two coefficient ? and ? are considered here. After some simplifications, it can be
described as




(g, +g2 +g3 -l)[g3 (r, -r2 ) + g, (r2 -r3 ) + g2 (r3 -r\ )]
dy 2/
(5.6)
Equation (5.5) can be rearranged as
s = -ri) + g'(ri -ri)+ gi(ri ~r\)~\












When the gamut area arrives the maximum, from Equation (5.4), it can be derived that
/ / /
rx +r2 +r3 =1
gx +g2 +ft =1
(5.9)
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Since the centroid of a triangle is the average of its three vertices, we obtain the centroid




That is, when gamut is simplified as triangle, the centroid color of the image gamut would be
neutral when the transferred image is most colorful through the diagonal transformation of the
original color signals. As first sight, it seems that the particular conclusion that the gamut
centroid locates at (1/3, 1/3) has strong connection with the representing of triangle since there
are only three vertices in the gamut. The following derivation will show that it is actually a
general conclusion when the gamut area is maximized.
5.2.2 Extending from Triangle to Polygon in Representing Color Gamut
As we know, it is inappropriate and also inconvenient to represent the chromaticity gamut as
triangle. Generally, image gamut is represented as a convex polygon which covers all existing
chromaticities in the image, as shown in Figure 5.2. When the original image gamut is composed
of the vertices as (r\, g\), (r2, g2), ..., (rn, gn), the transformed image gamut will be composed of
their diagonal transformations as OV, g{), (r2, g2), ..., (rn\ gn'). The transformed gamut area
can be expressed through the formula for polygon area as
polygon
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Figure 5.2: Chromaticity gamut described as a convex polygon in (r, g) space.
Based on Equation (5.3), gamut area S is a function of the coefficients ?, ?,fi and the original
vertices chromaticities of the vertices. Through a series of simplification, S is transformed to be a








From the above representation of S, it could be obtained of the derivations of S to ? and ? as














When the gamut area S arrives its maximum, the above two equations will be equal to zero. The
right sides in Equation (5.13) can be rearranged as
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Two addition pieces of information help in solving Equation (5.14). The first one is that the







The other information is that the centroid of the convex polygon can be derived as:
n
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Apply both Equations (5.15) and (5.16) into Equation (5.14), the coordinates of the gamut








It is exactly the same conclusion as that obtained through representing chromaticity gamuts as
triangles. So, we get the interesting result that the gamut will be located at (1/3, 1/3) which is a
neutral color when the gamut area is maximized through diagonal transform.
The common result reveals some intrinsic property of images. That is, when the colors in
an image are turned to be most colorful through the diagonal transform, the chromaticity range it
covers will be evenly distributed around the neutral color. This conclusion also reveals the
intrinsic potency of the gray world assumption. As we know gray world is a powerful method
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with wide applications although its basic assumption does not look very reasonable. The basic
assumption in gray world is just a modified version of the conclusion obtained above. It has the
same conception that under white illuminant, the image colors have their chromaticity
distributions evenly around gray. The difference is that gray world defines the distribution center
as the average of all the colors while the actual center is the centroid of image chromaticity
gamut.
The transform coefficients ?, ? and ft to obtain maximum gamut area could be obtained
through Equation (5.4) as functions of the original image chromaticities. But their formula
representations are hard to describe and also too complicated to be of practical use. In real
application of MCS method, these coefficients are obtained through iterative regression in
maximizing the image gamut area.
5.2.3 Maximum Color Separation at Each Lightness Level
Despite the interesting conclusion which contains some intrinsic properties of color constancy,
there are some limitations in the MCS method described above. As introduced in the last chapter,
chromaticity space (r, g) has dull colors covering a larger gamut range than bright colors. The
two-dimensional chromaticity gamut for a group of colors is mainly determined by those with
low lightness levels. Gamuts in such a color space cannot correctly describe the actual color
distributions or the ranges of colors in images. We use the same concept introduced in the last
chapter to implement maximum color separation at each lightness level.
Consequently the MCS method is performed in a three-dimensional color space as (r, g,
L), here L=R+G+B, refers to the lightness level (Barnard, 2000). The image gamut is represented
as the combination of multi-layer two-dimensional gamuts in (r, g) space. For gamut at each
lightness level, we do the diagonal transformation for color signals at that level and maximize the
gamut area. The computation of the transform coefficients is through iterative regression. When
the gamut polygons reach the maximum area, their centroid should locate at (1/3, 1/3). The
gamut area is maximized for each lightness level, referred as S^^, for level i. Their
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corresponding coefficients ?', ? and
ft'
are different for different lightness levels, and there are
multiple coefficients for one image. Since the diagonal transform should be applied to a whole
image, but not to color signals at each lightness level, only one group of coefficients should be
selected. Instead of maximizing image gamut area, the original method is modified as
maximizing the gamut volume. The gamut volume here is defined as the sum of the normalized




Here N is the number of lightness levels, S'gamul is the transformed gamut area at lightness level i
when one group of coefficients are applied to the whole image color signals, and S'mm gamul is the
maximized gamut area when performing MCS only at that lightness level. The final transform
coefficients for the whole image are obtained through iterative regression to maximize the gamut
volume defined above.
5.2.4 The Adjustment of the Original Assumption
From our experience, colors are most vivid under white illuminant. But the actual illuminant to
obtain most colorful images is not clearly determined. The basis idea in the MCS uses the
assumption that such illuminant is equal energy white. When the method is practically
implemented in the chromaticity space (r, g), the definition of the special illuminant needs more
consideration. When the MCS method is performed with the assumption that the maximum
gamut volume is obtained under white illuminant, the obtained coefficients will make the final
transformed image looks somewhat bluish compared to the one actually taken under white
illuminants. There could be several reasons for that result. The most likely reason is that the most
colorful image may not correspond to the
maximum gamut area or gamut volume typically in the
chromaticity (r, g) space since gamut can be described
in different forms and the chromaticity
space is not a uniform space. On the other hand, the illuminant needed for images to obtain the
maximum gamut area or volume in (r, g) space may not necessary be white.
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Based on the above ideas, we studied the gamut area under different illuminations in (r,
g) space to see which illuminant maximizes the gamut area. Because most illuminants have their
chromaticity coordinates located on or near the blackbody locus, we use the spectral power
distribution of blackbody radiation to simulate different kinds of illuminants with the main
consideration of their correlated color temperature. The selected illuminants have CCT from
2000K to 20000K with evenly spaced "reciprocal
megakelvins"
(MK1). Figure 5.3 shows the
chromaticity gamuts for the reference spectral database under those illuminants. Their
corresponding gamut areas are shown in Figure 5.4. The illuminant with the maximum gamut
area in Figure 5.4 is the one with CCT 10000K. It means that in (r, g) space, gamut area reaches
its maximum not under white illuminant, which has CCT about 5000K, but under a bluish
illuminant. Consequently, we modified the reference illuminant, which is the one to obtain the
maximum image gamut area, from equal energy white to the blackbody radiation with the CCT
10000K. The illuminant chromaticities of the original images are calculated through the
transform coefficients ?, ?andy? as shown in Equation (5.19).







Here ( RWq , GWo , BWq ) and ( RWr , GWr , BWr )
are color signals for white under the original
illuminant and the reference illuminant. When the reference illuminant is modified, we will
obtain different estimations for the image illuminant chromaticities.
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Figure 5.3: Reference gamuts under illuminants with different CCT in (r, g) space.
2000 2222 2500 2857 3333 4000 5000 6667 10K 20K
CCT
Figure 5.4: The area of reference gamuts under illuminants with different CCT in (r, g) space.
5.3 Experiments
The lightness separated MCS method, both with and without the adjustment of reference
illuminant, is tested on real images as introduced in Chapter 3.3. The testing results are shown in
Figure 5.5, and compared with those from the gray world, the database modified gray world and
the maximum RGB methods. Their testing efficiency for all the five scenes is shown in Figure
5.6. The average estimation errors are 0.078 and 0.048 for MCS method before and after the
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adjustment of the reference white. The method efficiency largely improved after the adjustment
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Figure 5.6: Efficiency comparison between several methods.
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From the testing results shown in Figure 5.6, we can see the correspondence in efficiency
between the MCS method and gray world method. The original gray world has almost the same
average estimation error as the MCS method before the adjustment of the reference illuminant.
The modified MCS method then has almost the same estimation efficiency as the database
adjusted gray world method. Both of them make some adjustment of the reference gray or white.
Database modified gray world adjusts the spectrum of
"gray"
from equal intensity at each
wavelength to the average spectral reflectance of the reflectance database, and the modifiedMCS
change the reference illuminant from equal-energy white to some bluish illuminant. This
correspondence also demonstrates their theoretical similarities. The principles in the MCS
method explain the reason for the simple gray world method to be a generally effective method.
5.4 Conclusion
According to the phenomenon that colors are more vivid under white illumination, there is a new
illuminant estimation method named the maximum color separation (MCS) based on the
assumption that image gamuts reach their maximum under white illumination. It was determined
that when the image gamut reaches its maximum through diagonal transformation in (r, g) space,
the centroid of the gamut is located at (1/3, 1/3), which relates to the most widely used gray
world method. In this chapter, the basic assumption is modified for application. The first
modification is that polygon is used instead of triangle in representing color gamut; the second
modification is doing maximum color separation at each lightness level; and the third
modification is the adjustment of the reference illumination. The method is proved to be an
effective illuminant estimation method through the testing on real images.
Although MCS is a method based on gamut size, it is different from other gamut
comparison methods. In this method, no reference gamut is created and there also is no gamut
comparison. Because of this, the spectrum of sensor sensitivities is not necessary for its
performance just like gray world, while
sensor information is necessary for most other gamut
comparison methods.
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6 THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
APPLICATION OF COLOR GAMUT AND
CHROMATICITY HISTOGRAM
6.1 The Selection ofColor Space in Illuminant Estimation
Image color signals are the main source for most algorithms to perform illuminant estimation.
Generally the raw data from digital cameras such as the three-channel RGB signals are used as
the input. Sometimes the color signals are converted to some device-independent data such as
XYZ or L*a*b* (Lee, 1986). But in most illuminant estimation methods device outputs are used
directly because the accuracy of the diagonal transformation will be affected in those device-
independent spaces. Color space is more important in gamut mapping methods because it
directly influences the description of gamuts and therefore influences the method efficiency. The
illuminant estimation methods using gamut mapping has been affected by the selection of color
spaces in those methods. In the first gamut mapping method CRULE, Forsyth used (R, G, B)
space to describe the three-dimensional gamuts. Because of the limitations in the application of
absolute color values, Finlayson (1996) refined Forsythe's method by projecting (R, G, B) colors
to a two-dimensional relative color space as (RIB, GIB). Gamuts under different illuminants
cannot be distinguished very well in this space as shown in Figure 6.1. Also this method was
shown to be not very effective compared to some others (Barnard, 1999). Another popular gamut
mapping method, color by correlation, is performed in the chromaticity space (r, g). The neural
network method (Cardei, 2000) also applies the (r, g) signals of images as the input information
for the neural network system. The sensor correlation method (Tominaga, 1999, 2000) is
performed in the absolute color space (R, B), which is based on the notion that colors with higher
lightness include more information about the illumination.
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Figure 6. 1 : Reference gamuts under illuminants with different CCT in (RIB, GIB) space.
There have been many discussions on the selection of color spaces, especially about
whether they should be composed composition of absolute color values or relative color values
and also about the number of dimensions of the color spaces. Three-dimensional spaces
generally make full use of the three-channel color information from cameras, while
two-
dimensional color spaces omit one channel of information but simplify the gamut calculation to
be more convenient to use. Color spaces using absolute values include the lightness information,
which is important in reflecting the illuminant properties (Tominaga, 1999). Color spaces based
on relative values exclude the information of lightness and image data are processed in a two
dimensions. Gamuts in such spaces are not very distinguishable for different illuminants for
example those shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 6.1 because theymainly represent the colors with
low lightness levels. In addition, color spaces based on relative values are more sensitive to noise
since noise has relatively larger influence on signals
with small values.
6.2 The Applications ofChromaticity Histogram in Illuminant Estimation
Illuminant estimation using a Bayesian
model (Brainard and Freeman, 1994, 1997) prompted the
application of probability distributions
in color constancy research. This is based on the
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assumption that the likelihood for any particular illuminant or surface to occur in a scene is
governed by a prior probability distribution. In these methods, the prior probability distribution
was represented with multivariate normal distribution for both illuminant power distributions and
surface reflectance functions. Another object detection method, color indexing (Swain and
Ballard, 1991), regards the color probability distribution of object as their intrinsic property. It
detects objects through the comparison between the chromaticity histograms of objects in images
and those in object database. Although color indexing does not belong to color constancy
algorithms, this method inspired the applications of chromaticity histogram in representing the
probability distribution. Chromaticity histograms provide important statistical information for
images, and also provide indications of the illuminants under which that the images were taken.
In the neural network method, the input data to the neural network system are the image's
chromaticity values. It is actually the chromaticity histogram of those images. In the color by
correlation method, the correlation matrix makes use of the possible distributions of colors under
different illuminants. The information is normally provided by the chromaticity histograms of
some reflectance database.
6.3 Application Difference between Gamut and Histogram
In illuminant estimation methods, both gamut and chromaticity histogram are widely used. While
each of them has its own advantages, their application may not be used arbitrarily in different
methods. Generally, the gamut defines the range of colors under certain conditions, for example,
those in an image or all the possible colors under some type of illuminant, while histogram
provides not only the information of range,
but also their statistical distribution. It seems that
histograms provides more information and would be more efficient in illuminant estimation. But
this is not always true. The application of gamut or histogram to illuminant estimation largely
depends on the color spaces used. For example when using a color histogram instead of gamut in
sensor correlation method that is performed in a normalized (R, B) space, the method efficiency
is largely decreased.
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The two charts in Figure 6.2 are the color distributions in (r, g) and the normalized (R, B)
space from a spectral reflectance database under different illuminants, which have correlated
color temperature from 2656K to 8475K. It illustrates the difference between the use of gamuts
and histograms in different color spaces in illuminant estimation methods. In panel (a), the
overall range of the reference chromaticities does not change obviously for different illuminants,
but the density of the distribution shifts when the illuminant changes. So in color space (r, g), it
is mainly the chromaticity distribution but not gamut changes for colors under different
illuminants. That is one main reason for gamut comparison in (r, g) space to have bad efficiency
in illuminant estimation (Tominaga, 1999). It also explains why the statistical distribution of
chromaticity is essential in the color by correlation method. The color distributions in panel (b)
illustrate the importance of using gamuts in some other spaces such as (R, B). As opposed to
panel (a), under different illuminants, the ranges of the gamuts of the reference colors have large
differences in this space. The coordinates with high density distributions, which are mostly
composed of the colors with low lightness levels, do not change very much from one illuminant
to another. On the other hand, those with high values in either or both coordinates contribute
more in the gamut differences under various illuminants. That is also one reason for lightness
information to be so important when estimating illuminants through gamut comparison
(Tominaga, 1999,2000).
From the above analysis, when color spaces are composed of absolute color values, such
as R, G and B, the use of gamuts will provide better efficiency in illuminant estimation. For the
methods in the color spaces with relative values, such as r, g and b, histograms are essential for
their performance in distinguishing illuminants.
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Figure 6.2: Examples of the color distributions under different illuminations in different color
spaces, (a) in (r, g) space; (b) in normalized (R, B)
space.
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6.4 The Application of Image Chromaticity Histogram on Color by
Correlation
j s j
Based on the above discussion, we make some modifications on the color by correlation method
especially when applied to real images, as that the chromaticity histogram of images is applied
instead of the original vectors according to the chromaticity existence. Since (r, g) space is a
relative color space, it is better to use chromaticity histograms instead of gamuts to obtain good
results. As we know in the color by correlationmethod, the correlation matrix is composed of the
probability distribution of the chromaticities in the real world. The RGB data in images are
converted to chromaticities, and a vector is created corresponding to the values existing in the
scene. When the method is tested on synthetic images, since the selected number of surfaces or
the colors in images is usually relatively small, the composition of the chromaticity vectors has
almost the same effect as the chromaticity histogram of the image. But for real images, since
there are a large number of pixels or colors in the images, the application of histogram or
chromaticity vectors will be very different in illuminant estimation. As a result, we modified the
original color by correlation method through applying the chromaticity histogram of tested
images.
The modified method is tested on the images as described in Chapter 3.3. Figure 6.3
shows the testing results as the average estimation errors for each scene, which are compared
with the original method. From the testing results, the original color by correlation method has
high estimation errors for the images with the scenes
"fruits"
and "collect". The two groups of
images have their chromaticities covering large ranges but with different densities inside it. One
example of the chromaticities information for one image used in both methods is shown in
Figure 6.4. The original color by correlation method puts the same weight on all existing
chromaticities of the images while the modified method treats them differently according to their
histogram. Another reason is that the original method is sensitive to noise although the pixels in
the images with very low lightness have
been omitted before processing. The average estimation
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Figure 6.3: The average estimation error for each scene from the modified color by correlation
method and comparing to the original method and the proposed method in this paper.
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and black means "1"). (a) distribution as assigning number
"1"
at the
positions of existing chromaticities used
in original color by correlation method; (b)
chromaticity histogram
distribution used in the modified color by correlation method.
6.5 Conclusion
In illuminant estimation methods, there are large
variations in the color space in which the
methods are performed. The selection of color space
has direct influence on method efficiency.
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While three-dimensional color spaces or those based on absolute color values include lightness
information as an important factor in illuminant estimation, chromaticity spaces exclude this
information. While both gamuts and histograms are widely used in illuminant
estimation
methods, their application is largely depends on the type of color space used. For color space
composed of absolute values, a gamut, which is mainly contributed by those colors with higher
lightness, is the principal factor to distinguish illuminants. For color space composed of relative
values, the chromaticity statistical distribution, or histogram, is more important than their overall
range in determining illuminants. Based on that, we used the chromaticity histogram of images in
the original color by correlation method, which provides better efficiency and is less sensitive to
noise. This modification is more important for real images than for synthetic images.
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7 A NEW CONSTRAINT ON SPECTRAL
REFLECTANCE AND ITS APPLICATION IN
ILLUMINANT DETECTION
7.1 The Limitations ofExisting Constraints on Spectral Reflectance
The spectral reflectance of a given surface is the ratio of the radiant flux reflected from the
surface to the radiant flux reflected by the perfect reflecting diffuser. Normally it is regarded as
an intrinsic property of objects. It is also an essential component in image formation. Spectral
reflectance is function of wavelength, for example 400 to 700nm when we consider the visible
spectrum. So the description of spectral reflectances requires a space with very high dimensions.
In many applications, it is of great advantage to express them with a fewer number of
parameters. The constraints on surface reflectance have long been studied, which also provided
better understanding of their properties in color. The basic constraint on spectral reflectances is
that they should be between 0 and 1 for non-fluorescent surfaces. It also has been known that
reflectance functions are smooth and
"frequency-limited"
and can be reconstructed with the
linear combination of some basis functions, which is referred as the linear model. There have
been several types ofbasis functions, for example the cubic spline functions, the terms in Fourier
series expansion, and the eigenvectors obtained from principal component analysis (PCA). The
PCA method has been proven to be very effective in reconstructing reflectance functions.
Normally four to seven eigenvectors are required to have good reconstructions of the original
reflectances. Based on PCA decomposition, Haneishi and Sakuda (2001) proposed another
constraint on spectral reflectance. In the subspace spanned by the principal components, a
convex polyhedron is used to represent the spectral gamut in which spectral reflectance of
reflective objects exist.
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Constraints on spectral reflectances have their important applications in color constancy
research. In order to extract the characteristics of illuminants or those of surfaces from color
signals, many illuminant estimation methods make use of the statistical properties of surface
spectral reflectances. Since color signals are convenient to use and can be described in low
dimensional spaces, the constraints on reflectances are mostly transferred to different kinds of
constraints on color signals. In addition, there are also some methods based on spectrally
recovering the illuminant power distribution as well as the surface reflectances. But generally
these types ofmethods are not popular due to their low efficiency. One important reason is that
the existing constraints on spectral reflectances are not very effective for evaluating whether the
spectral reflectances are correctly recovered.
Another problem in the methods based on spectral recovery is that the absolute
magnitude of spectral reflectances and the illuminant intensity are combined together in color
signals, and it is hard for them to be determined separately. While both the constraints as the
range of 0 to 1 and the polyhedron of PCA parameters confine spectral reflectances on the
absolute factors, they have limitations in illuminant estimation when the illuminant intensity is
unknown. This problem also exists in the methods based on absolute color signals, while those
use relative chromaticity values avoid this problem.
7.2 A New Constraint on Spectral Reflectance
As introduced above, spectral reflectances as function of wavelength require a large number of
coefficients to be described. For example when sampling every lOnm from 400 to 700nm, the
description of all spectral reflectances will cover a 3 1 dimensional space. Certainly, it is hard to
study their characteristics in a space
with such high dimensions. The proposal of linear model
makes it possible to describe spectral reflectances with a small number of parameters. The
application of PCA makes such reconstruction very effective. Although normally four to seven
eigenvectors are required to make good reconstruction, the first three eigenvectors from PCA
decomposition are usually used when considering
spectral recovery from three-channel color
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signals. Figure 7.1 shows the first three eigenvectors computed from a combined spectral
reflectance database.
When describing the spectral reflectance recovery with the first three terms in a Fourier
series expansion, D'Zmura made some descriptions on the three functions. The first basis
function, a constant function of wavelength, represents variations along a
"light-dark"




dimension. The eigenvectors obtained from PCA also have the effects described
above. From Figure 7.1, the first eigenvector is the average of all spectral reflectances in the
database, and its corresponding eigenvalue represents reflectance intensity level. The second
eigenvector has positive values in long wavelength part and negative values in short
wavelengths, which could be treated as a
"red-green"
vector. The third eigenvector has positive
values for the middle wavelengths and negative values for both long and short wavelengths, with
the shape following the requirement of the
"yellow-blue"
vector. Parameters for the three basis
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Figure 7.1: The first three eigenvectors from PCA computed from a combined reflectance
database.
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Haneishi et al. (2001) proposed a spectral reflectance constraint based on the subspace
established by the possible values on the eigenvectors. As discussed previously, the constraint on
spectral reflectance in such a space has its limitation in color constancy research because the
absolute values of reflectances cannot be determined when the illuminant intensity is unknown.
To avoid this problem, it is better to use coefficients based on relative values instead of absolute
ones. Since the first eigenvector represents the
"intensity"
information of reflectances, it is






levels. In this way the two
dimensions of the coefficients mainly describe the
"saturation"
property of surface reflectance
spectra. As we know, saturation is the ratio of chroma to lightness, and the saturation property of
surface colors has strong connection with the shape of their spectral reflectance functions.
While each spectral reflectance has its corresponding coordinates in the two-dimensional
constraint space, for all spectral reflectances, the distribution of their coordinates will describe
the statistical properties for reflectances in the real world. The convex polygon enclosing all the
coordinates provides the range of their possible values in this space. Since it is impossible to
obtain all spectral reflectances in the real world, a combined spectral reflectance database is used
to make such simulation. Figure 7.2 shows the two-dimensional coefficient histogram in the
constraint space for spectral reflectances in a combined database. The histogram distribution in
this figure is not very smooth because the number of reflectances in the database is still not large
enough to make a precise simulation of the reflectance distribution in the real world, which could
be improved with more studies on the statistical properties of all surface reflectances. From the
distribution in Figure 7.2, the possible values in dimension 1 are in the range of -1.6 to 0.8, and
the possible values in dimension 2 are from -1.1 to 0.8. The coordinate with the peak distribution













Figure 7.2: The histogram of coefficients for some combined reflectance database.
Figure 7.3 shows some reflectance functions which have extreme values in the two
dimensions. Panel (a) and (b) are reflectances with high and low values in dimension 1,
respectively, and panel (c) and (d) are those with high and low values in dimension 2,
respectively. All the reflectances in the four panels correspond to colors with high saturation.
Different directions in the constraint space correspond to saturations of different color. Those
reflectances with coordinates at the center of the space have flat functions of wavelength with
different intensity levels, and their corresponding colors as normally white and gray. The
histogram of the reflectance database indicates that the number of reflectance spectra with low
"saturation"
is more than those with high "saturation". Additionally, there are more reflectance
spectra corresponding to red colors than
those corresponding to blue colors.
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Figure 7.3: Examples of reflectances having their coordinates at the end of the two dimensions in
the new constraint space, (a) Reflectance samples with high values in dimension 1;
(b) with low values in dimension 1; (c) with high values in dimension 2; (d) with low
values in dimension 2.
7.3 Application in Illuminant Detection
There have been several illuminant estimation methods through recovering the spectral functions
of the illuminant power distribution as well as the surface reflectances. The Maloney-Wandell
method is based on the assumption that surface reflectances could be approximated with the
number of basis functions less than the number of receptors. The method is not very effective
since two basis functions are not enough to make spectral recovery from trichromatic color
signals. Illuminant detection in linear space selected the image illuminant from a series of
candidate illuminants with some criteria. The method has the benefit that three basis functions
could be used in spectral recovery instead of two with the knowledge of candidate illuminants.
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But the method has its limitations on the constraint on the recovered spectral reflectance. This
constraint, that all the recovered reflectances should be positive, is too loose to detect the
illuminant accurately. The original reflectance range of 0 to 1 could not be used because the ratio
of illuminant intensity is unknown. Such a constraint makes the range of possible illuminants too
large to provide good detection. Another problem is that the constraint is sensitive to the errors
introduced through the processing of spectral reconstruction. When reflectances are recovered
from only three color signals, it is possible for them to exceed the range of 0 to 1 even with the
accurate illuminant power distribution. In such cases, the method will obtain the wrong results.
By comparison, the constraint on spectral reflectance proposed in this paper has several benefits.
First, the intensity of illuminant has no effect on the coefficients in the constraint space. Second,
it is not sensitive to the spectral recovery error. The characteristic studied in this constraint is
mainly the
"saturation"
of surface reflectance. Third, fluorescent surfaces and highlights can also
be included in the constraint space, and their existence will hardly affect the efficiency of
illuminant detection. Based on that, we derive another illuminant detection method with the
application of the new constraint.
Illuminant detection through spectral recovery can be divided into two steps. In the first
step, surface spectral reflectances are recovered from the color signals with the spectral
distributions of candidate illuminants and sensor sensitivities. In the second step, the illuminant
of the image is detected among the candidate illuminants through some criteria on the
recovered
spectral reflectances. In most cases, linear models are used in spectral reflectance recovery.
Recently Wiener analysis has also been implemented in spectral recovery and
proven to be very
effective (Pratt, 1976). In this chapter we use Wiener estimation to make the spectral reflectance
recovery from three-channel
color signals. For each candidate illuminant, a Wiener transfer
matrix is created with the spectral functions of sensor sensitivities and the surface reflectances
from a database. Surface spectral reflectances in the image could be recovered through the
multiplication of the Wiener transfer matrix and the matrix composed of image color signals.
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Different candidate illuminants create different transfer matrices, and their recovered spectral
reflectances in the image will also be different.
The detection of the illuminant depends on the criterion in testing whether the spectral
reflectances in the image have been correctly recovered. The new constraint on spectral
reflectance is applied to make such determination. The criterion in this method is that when the
coefficient histogram from the recovered reflectance functions has the maximum overlapping
with the reference histogram, which is composed of coefficients from reflectances in the real
world, they are presumed to be correctly recovered from the image signals. As mentioned above,
the reference histogram of reflectance coefficients in the real world is simulated with the one
from a combined reflectance database. For each candidate illuminant, the recovered spectral
reflectances have their corresponding two-dimensional histogram in the constraint space, and
those histograms are compared with the reference one. One method, histogram intersection, is
introduced in color indexing to provide an effective comparison between histograms. Here we
use the same formula as the criterion in determining the overlap between the image histogram
and reference histogram, which is defined as the integration of the intersection of the two
histograms, as expressed in Equation (7.1).
P= p \y2min(HR(x,y),HI(x,y))dydx (7.1)
Here x and y represent the two dimensions
of the constraint space, and xu x2 and vi, v2 are the
low and upper limits of the two coefficients. HR(x, y) and Hix, y) represent the two-dimensional
reference histogram and image histogram. Among all the candidate illuminants, the one with
maximum integration values is selected as the correct estimation of the scene illuminant.
The efficiency of illuminant
detection from this method is partly affected in the step of
spectral recovery, and partly affected by the effectiveness
of the constraint on spectral
reflectance. In the following part, some experiments
are done to test the application of this
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method. So the ability of the proposed constraint in confining the characteristics of surface
spectral reflectance can also be indicated through method efficiency.
7.4 Method Testing
7.4.1 Testing on Synthetic Images
The proposed method is first tested through a large number of synthetic images with various
surface numbers. Four kinds of surface numbers 4, 8, 16 and 32 are used in the experiment. For
each surface number there are 1000 synthetic images tested as a group. The method efficiency is
judged by the average estimation error on those images. The estimation error is defined as the
Euclidean distances between the chromaticities of the real illuminant and the predicted
illuminant in (r, g) space. The same experiment is also done on gray world and maximum RGB
methods. The comparisons on their testing results for different surface numbers are shown in
Figure 7.4. The results in Figure 7.4 indicate that the proposed method has better estimation
efficiency since its estimation errors are obviously lower than both the other methods. With an
increase in the number of surfaces, the mean estimation error decreases markedly because more
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Figure 7.4: The comparison of average estimation error for different estimation methods with
different surface numbers.
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In addition to the experiment above, the proposed method was also tested on synthetic images
with the existence of fluorescent surfaces. In the new synthetic image set, 12% of the surfaces
are fluorescent surfaces. The fluorescent surfaces in images are randomly selected from some
existing database and also from some measured data. The reference histogram used here is the
same as the above one which was created without fluorescent surfaces. The estimation efficiency
from this method is also compared with those from the gray world and maximum RGB methods.
The testing results in Figure 7.5 show that the estimation errors from both gray world and
maximum RGB increase obviously with the existence of fluorescent surfaces. In comparison,
there is only a little influence on the efficiency of the proposed method even though the reference
histogram does not include such information. The main reason is that fluorescent surface
reflectances have almost the same
"saturation"
property in the constraint space as those
non-
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Figure 7.5: The comparison of average estimation error for synthetic images with the existence
of fluorescent surfaces.
7.4.2 Testing on Real Images
Figure 7.6 shows the testing results from the
proposed method for each scene and its comparison
with those from gray world and
maximum RGB methods. The illuminant detection method
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through the proposed constraint has much lower average estimation error than those from the
other two methods. The average estimation error of all the 45 images is 0.031 from the proposed
method, and is 0.086 and 0.077 from gray world and maximum RGB. The comparison is also
done between the modified color by correlation method and the proposed illuminant detection
method through the new constraint. The two methods have almost the same overall efficiency.
The average error of all images is 0.032 for the former method and is 0.031 for the latter method.
It is a little surprising to obtain such results because generally methods using color signals
directly omit the errors in PCA decomposition and those introduced during the process of
spectral recovery from only three-channel color signals. One possible reason for them to have
almost the same efficiency is that the space used in the new constraint is better than (r, g) space
in distinguishing illuminants. It is also noticed that for both of the two methods, the images with
the scene
"doll"
have worse illuminant estimation than images with other scenes. It is because
the scene itself is not very colorful and only two main colors occupy the whole scene, which
causes difficulty for the two methods. It may be considered as a disadvantage for the application























This chapter proposed a new constraint of surface spectral reflectance to make more limitations
on the characteristics of reflectance spectra. The proposed constraint is based on the relative
ratios of the parameters from PCA decomposition. The coordinates in the constraint space define
the
"saturation"
properties for spectral reflectances. Application of the new constraint has several
benefits. First, illuminant intensity does not affect the representation of reflectance coefficients in
the constraint space. Second, reflectance characteristics described in this space are not sensitive
to the errors introduced through spectral recovery. Third, the existence of fluorescent surfaces,
highlight and saturated color signals has little influence on the constraint. The application of the
coefficient histogram is essential for the proposed constraint to be applied in illuminant
estimation. When applying the proposed constraint to illuminant detection through spectral
recovery, the method has very good illuminant estimation efficiency on both synthetic and real
images. In addition, it is proved that the existence of fluorescent surfaces has little influence on
its application.
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8 THE INFLUENCE OF SENSOR SENSITIVITIES
ON ILLUMINANT ESTIMATIONMETHODS
8.1 Sensor Sensitivities in Illuminant Estimation Methods
In color constancy research, one main purpose is to extract the characteristics of illuminants or
surface reflectances from camera output signals with the information of sensor sensitivities that
the images were taken with. Although sensor spectral sensitivities are normally treated as given
information in most illuminant estimation methods, due to their wide variation in image capture
systems, it would be helpful to see their effects on the efficiency of different methods.
There have been some previous studies about the influence of sensor sensitivities on
color constancy algorithms. It has long been noticed that the von Kries type adaptationmodel has
its limitations in real color transformation (Worthy, 1985; Worthy and Brill, 1986). Only when
receptor spectral sensitivities are narrow and do not overlap is the von Kries model ideal. Based
on this, Finlayson et al. proposed the method of sensor spectral sharpening, which uses a linear
transformation to convert original sensor sensitivities into a new set of sensitivities to optimize
the diagonal model (Finlayson, 1994; Drew, 1994). Barnard (1999) tested the sensor sharpening
method and found out that the efficiency is highly dependent on both the sensors and the
algorithms. In addition, the introduction of negative values could yield poor results. When
evaluating linear models of surface
spectral reflectance, Maloney (1986) discussed the role of
photoreceptors in spectral recovery from color signals and made the conjecture that the broad,
smooth shape of the spectral sensitivities enhances the constraints on surface reflectance
functions. Cardei (2000) studied the problem ofwhite-point estimation for uncalibrated images.
For the problem ofnon-linearity characteristics
in cameras, he concluded that the diagonal model
used for linear images also works in the case of gamma corrected images. The problem of
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unknown white-balance could be absorbed into the diagonal transformation which is required for
color correction.
Despite all the above studies, it still would be helpful to have a systematic study about the
influence from sensor variation on different kinds of illuminant estimation methods. As we
know, image capturing systems have quite different selections of sensor spectral sensitivities.
Also there is wide variation in illuminant estimation methods. Since the role of sensor
sensitivities is different in the performance of different methods, they will cause different
degrees of effects. In the following section a series of experiments are presented to see such
influence. Basically, three types of methods are tested here, those based on simple diagonal
transformations, those based on gamut comparisons, and those based on spectral recoveries.
Another problem studied is how could methods be applicable with unknown sensor
information? In many cases, images are given without the information of camera spectral
sensitivities. Illuminant estimation for such images would be harder since it adds even more
unknowns to the original under-constrained problem. For most illuminant estimation methods,
knowledge of sensor spectral characteristics is necessary in their application. Cardei (2000)
studied this problem and proposed the efficiency comparisons on methods such as gray world,
maximum RGB and neural network for images with unknown spectral sensitivities. But these
methods just represent the small subset for which the sensor information is not necessary. For
other methods that require sensor sensitivities in their performance, here we study the possibility
for them to be applicable when such information is not available.
When the original spectral sensitivities are unknown, there could be several ways to
compensate. One way is to recover it from the
color signals of some familiar objects for example
skin or trees. But since the familiar objects are limited in images, the efficiency to recover three
channels of spectral sensitivities would hard to be good. Another possible way is to find
alternative information to take their place. In this chapter, we use some assumed spectral
sensitivity with which to make
replacements. The optimal replaced sensor sensitivities can be
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obtained through testing a series of sensor combinations. The testing also suggests the feasibility
for the method to be applicable to images with unknown spectral sensitivities.
8.2 Simulation of Spectral Sensor Sensitivities
In real cameras, the selection of the three channel sensor sensitivities could be very different. In
order to study the wide variation of sensor selections, we use cubic spline functions to simulate
the sensitivity functions, as introduced in Chapter 3.2.1. In this chapter, the problem of different
white-balance is not considered with the assumption that such problem could be absorbed in the
diagonal transformation (Cardei, 2000). All the simulated sensor sensitivities are white-balanced
to the same illuminant. From the properties ofmany real camera sensitivities, and also from the
study on optimal camera spectral sensitivities (Quan, 2000, 2002), the peak-wavelengths and the
half-widths are selected as in Table 8-1 for creating the simulated sensor sensitivities with cubic
spline functions.
Table 8-1: Selections of the peak-wavelength and the half-width parameters for simulated sensor
sensitivities.
Peak-wavelength (nm) Half-width (nm)
Red 580 620 40 60
Green 530 550 45 65
Blue 450 470 35 55
In order to control the total number of tested sensor combinations, for each channel only
two peak-wavelengths and two half-widths are selected. So there are 4 different selections for
each channel, and altogether 64 sensor combinations are simulated. Those sensor sensitivities
contain different characteristics in each channel, and their combinations simulate different
degrees of overlaps between the three channels. Figure 8.1 shows some of the simulated
sensitivities, with the example of different
combinations on red and green channels. Through a
series of experiments on the simulated 64 sensor combinations, the influences of sensor variation
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on output color signals, color gamut ranges, and on the efficiency of different illuminant
estimation methods are investigated.
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Figure 8.1: Some of the simulated sensor sensitivities with various combinations in red and green
channel.
8.3 Influences of Sensor Sensitivities on Color Signals
It has been widely known that different cameras will output different image signals for the same
scene even though they have been white-balanced to the same illuminant. Cardei (2000) has an
example showing that effect. Similarly, the variation of sensors will also create large variation in
the chromaticities of illuminations, as demonstrated in Figure 8.2. It shows the chromaticities in
(r, g) space of the blackbody radiations with CCT 2500 to 8000K through different kinds of
sensor combinations. They clearly follow different locus. In addition, the variation in color
signals caused by sensor variation will also create variation in color gamuts. Figure 8.3 (a), (b)
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and (c) show such gamut variation in the color space as (r, g), (R, G) and (R, B). Although all
those gamuts are created with the same spectral reflectance database and under the same
illuminant, which all the sensor combinations are white-balanced with, sensor variation still have
large effects on the gamut shapes and areas, especially for those in (r, g) and (R, G) spaces.
Generally, sensor combinations with smaller overlaps between each channel cover larger gamut
areas, and those with large overlaps in the three channels have smaller gamut areas.
Figure 8.2: Examples ofwhite-point chromaticity variations for different
illuminations caused by
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Figure 8.3: Examples of gamut variations in different color spaces for various sensor
sensitivities, (a) In (r, g) space; (b) in (R, G) space; (c) in (R, B) space.
8.4 Influence of Sensor Sensitivities on Illuminant Estimation Methods
There is wide variation in illuminant estimation methods. Typically, their basic principles could
be divided into two groups. One is through statistical estimation, and the other is through some
physical properties such as highlights and mutual reflectances. In the former group, three types
of algorithms are widely used. The first type is through some simple diagonal transformations of
the color signals; the second type is through different kinds of gamut comparisons between the
image gamuts and the reference gamuts; and the third type is through spectrally recovering the
illuminant power distributions and the surface reflectances with a linear model. In this chapter,
we examine the influence of sensor sensitivities on the three types of methods. Since the wide
variation of sensor sensitivities are realized through simulation, the images used in this paper for
testing different method efficiency are also synthetic images. Those images were created with
surface reflectance randomly selected from a wide
range spectral reflectance database and the
illuminations were randomly selected from blackbody radiations with CCT ranging from 2500K
to 8000K. For each sensor combination studied in this paper 1000 synthetic images are created.
All the 64,000 images were tested for different kinds of methods. Through comparing the
method efficiency between different
sensor combinations, the influence of sensor sensitivities on
each method is determined.
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8.4.1 Influence on the Methods based on Color Signal Transformations
Some illuminant estimation methods are based on direct diagonal transformations on sensor
output signals to adjust the images and to obtain the chromaticities of the illuminations.
Although the spectral information of sensor sensitivities is not necessary in their
implementations, since color signals are affected by spectral sensitivities, the variation of sensors
still have some influence on the efficiency of those methods. Two methods, gray world and
maximum RGB, are tested in this experiment to see the influence of sensor variation. For each
studied sensor combinations, 1000 synthetic images are tested and the results are analyzed. The
estimation errors from the two methods are normally measured as the Euclidean distances
between the real illuminants and the estimated illuminants in (r, g) space. Since, as shown in
Figure 8.2, chromaticities of illuminations are quite different because of sensor variation, the
Euclidean distances representing the estimation errors are normalized with the average distances
between each illumination chromaticities to the standard white.
The mean estimation error for each sensor combination is treated as the criterion of
method efficiency. The two charts in Figure 8.4 show the mean estimation errors from gray
world and maximum RGB methods for each sensor combinations. In the charts, each value
represents the mean estimation error of 1000 synthetic images for one sensor combination. Four
values as a group represent sensor combinations with the variations in blue channel, which is not
shown in Figure 8.1. The 16 groups represent the sensor variations in red and green channels, as
the order number shown in Figure 8.1. Analyzing the data in the two charts, gray world method
has peak-wavelength in red channel as the main factor affecting method efficiency. The sensor
combinations with small estimation errors have red and green channels with larger overlaps. For
maximum RGB method, the sensor combinations with better performance are those at the right
corner in Figure 8.1, that is, No. 7, 8, 3 and 4, which also have large overlaps in red and green
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Figure 8.4: Mean estimation errors for various sensor combinations as the normalized Euclidean
distances in (r, g) space, (a) from gray world method; (b) from maximum RGB
method.
A statistical summary of the gray world and maximum RGB method results is shown in
Table 8-2, which includes the maximum, minimum, median, mean and standard deviation of the
mean estimation errors obtained from the tested 64 sensor combinations. The term
"Std"
is the
standard deviation and the term
"CV"
(coefficient of variation) is the ratio between the standard
deviation and mean value. This value can be used to compare the efficiency variation caused by
sensor differences between different methods. Data in Table 8-2 show that maximum RGB has
better average efficiency than gray world. The variation of sensor combination cause medium
effects on both the two methods.
Table 8-2: Data analysis ofmean estimation errors as Euclidean distance in (r, g) space for gray
world and maximum RGB methods.
Min Max Median Mean Std cv
GW 0.042 0.059 0.052 0.052 0.0052 0.10
MRGB 0.019 0.029 0.024 0.024 0.0020 0.084
8.4.2 Influence on GamutMappingMethods
Generally in the gamut comparison methods, illuminants are estimated through comparing the
image gamuts and the reference gamuts. Spectral sensitivities of the sensors are necessary in
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determining the reference gamuts. From previous discussion ofFigure 8.3, the variation in sensor
sensitivities could cause large variation in color gamuts. For example in (r, g) space, sensor
combinations with large overlaps in red and green channels have small gamut areas, and those
with small overlaps have large gamut areas. Such large variation in gamut will also cause
variation in the efficiency of different methods due to different sensor sensitivities.
Two gamut mapping methods are tested in this experiment to see the influence from
sensor sensitivities. One is color by correlation, which is performed in (r, g) space, and the other
is sensor correlation method, which is performed in a normalized (R, B) space. For the former
one, all the 64 sensor combinations are tested, and for the latter one, only 16 sensor combinations
are tested since green channel has no effect on the (R, B) space.
Testing results as the mean estimation errors from different sensor combinations are
shown in Figure 8.5. Panel (a) is the results from color by correlation and panel (b) is from
sensor correlation. Table 8-3 summarizes the data analysis for the above two panels. From Figure
8.5 (a), the efficiency of color by correlation method is strongly affected by the selection of
sensor combinations. The normalized standard deviation of the mean estimation errors from this
method is almost 7 times that from the sensor correlation method. For color by correlation, the
main factor in sensors that influences the method efficiency is their overlap degree. Those having
small overlaps between each channel will have better performance, for example sensor
combinations No. 11 and 15 in Figure 8.1, have the lowest estimation errors. As a result, sensor
sharpening should be helpful in improving the efficiency of this method. From Figure 8.5 (b), the
variation on sensor sensitivities has much less effects on sensor correlation method comparing to
the above one. The sensor combinations at the upper-left corner in Figure 8.5, numbers 1, 2, 5
and 6, have better estimation efficiency. So the main factor in sensor combination is the
peak-
wavelength of red and blue channels. And it is not shown that the sensor sensitivities with
smaller overlaps have better efficiency as with color by correlation.
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Figure 8.5: Mean estimation errors as the differences in reciprocal megakelvins (MK1) for
various sensor combinations, (a) Tested by color by correlation method; (b) tested by
sensor correlation method.
Table 8-3: Data analysis of mean estimation errors as the difference in reciprocal megakelvins
(MK"
) for color by correlation and sensor correlation methods.
Min Max Median Mean Std cv
CbyC 0.47 6.94 2.34 2.70 1.42 0.53
SC 13.40 17.48 15.92 15.63 1.24 0.079
In gamut comparison methods, the unknown sensor spectral sensitivities can be replaced
by some assumed spectral sensitivities in establishing reference gamuts. In order to find out the
suitable replacement in each method, a series of sensor combinations are tested on large numbers
of images that were created with different kinds of sensor sensitivities. The sensor sensitivities
with lower estimation errors are better selections to be the replacement for this method. In this
experiment, large numbers of synthetic images are created with different kinds of sensor
sensitivities, and the 64 sensor combinations used previously are tested to find out the optimal
one. When the original sensor information is unknown, methods are processed with the assumed
sensor sensitivities, their efficiency would be decreased because of the gamut difference caused
by incorrect sensor information. The efficiency
decrease demonstrates whether the method is
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suitable for use with unknown sensor sensitivities or not. Methods with a small decrease in
performance would be better selections for illuminant estimation in such cases.
Both color by correlation and sensor correlation methods are tested for images with
unknown sensor sensitivities. Their mean estimation errors are shown in Figure 8.6, and the
summary of the statistics for those mean estimation errors is in Table 8-4. For the color by
correlation method with incorrect sensor sensitivities, the mean estimation error is almost 15
times those with original sensitivities. But for sensor correlation method, the mean estimation
errors are only 22% higher when using the replaced sensitivities. Although, as shown above, the
estimation efficiency from color by correlation is better than that from sensor correlation method
when the sensors are known, when using the replaced sensor sensitivities, the efficiency from the
former method is much worse than the latter one. From the above data analysis, the sensor
correlation method is less sensitive to incorrect spectral sensitivities, and is the better method to
select for illuminant estimation when used with images with unknown sensors. The main reason
for the latter method to have better performance is because color signals have been normalized in
the method and the reference gamuts in (R, B) space will have smaller variation for different
kinds of sensor combinations. The testing results show that the color by correlation method is
unsuitable for images with unknown sensor sensitivities. Sensor correlation is a better choice to
be used for image with unknown sources. The optimal replacing sensor combinations in this
method are the same as those having best performance with original sensor information.
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Figure 8.6: Mean estimation errors for methods with incorrect sensor sensitivities, (a) Tested by
color by correlation method; (b) tested by sensor correlation method.
Table 8-4: Data analysis of mean estimation errors as the difference in reciprocal megakelvins
(MK"
) for color by correlation and sensor correlation methods with unknown
sensors.
Min Max Median Mean Std CV
CbyC 35.38 51.17 41.22 41.62 4.03 0.10
SC 16.57 23.01 18.49 19.10 2.29 0.12
8.4.3 Influence on Spectral RecoveryMethods
Some illuminant estimation methods, such as the Maloney-Wandell method and illumination
detection in a linear model, recover the illuminant spectral power distribution and the surface
reflectance from sensor output signals. Since the sensor spectral sensitivities are essential in
forming color signals, they are also necessary in recovering illuminations from color signals. The
influence of sensor sensitivities on this kind of method is mainly occurs during the spectral
recovery processing, which
extracts the combined spectral information of illumination power
distributions and surface reflectances from color signals. There are several methods used in
spectral recovery, and the most widely
used is the linear model, which expresses spectral
information as linear combinations of some eigenvectors, for example those from PCA analysis.
In addition, Maloney proposed a weighted
linear recovery method that considers the affect of the
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receptor sensitivities. Recently, the Wiener analysis method has become popular in getting better
spectral recovery efficiency.
In this experiment, the influence of sensor variation on spectral recovery efficiency is
tested through two spectral recovery methods, PCA analysis and Wiener analysis. Generally the
spectral recovery efficiency is judged as the correlation coefficient r between the original and the
recovered spectral curves. The average r from large numbers of spectral recoveries can be treated
as the criterion of the method efficiency. For each of the studied 64 sensor combinations, about
2000 spectral reflectances are recovered from the simulated color signals. Figure 8.7 shows the
mean r values of about 2000 spectral reflectances recovered with the tested 64 sensor
combinations. Figure 8.7 (a) is the recovery efficiency of the linear model, and (b) is the
efficiency of the Wiener analysis. The mean r values are calculated for each sensor combinations
and their statistical summaries are shown in Table 8-5. The spectral recovery efficiency from
Wiener analysis is a little better than that from PCA method. Through the normalized standard
deviation, the variation in spectral recovery efficiency caused by sensor difference are small for
both PCA and Wiener method compared to the other methods discussed previously. So the
selection of sensor sensitivities does not affect the method efficiency to a large extent.
(a) (b)
Figure 8.7: Mean spectral recovery efficiency as R for different sensor combinations, (a)
Recovered with linearmodel; (b) withWiener estimation.
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Table 8-5: Data analysis of spectral recovery efficiency as
R2
for PCA andWiener methods.
Min Max Median Mean Std cv
PCA 0.64 0.73 0.71 0.70 0.028 0.039
Wiener 0.71 0.75 0.74 0.73 0.013 0.018
The above two spectral recovery methods are also tested with unknown
sensor
sensitivities. In this experiment, large numbers of color signals are created with different kinds of
sensor sensitivities, and all the 64 sensor combinations are tested as the assumed spectral
sensitivities to see the spectral recover efficiency of these two methods with
incorrect sensors.
The results shown in Figure 8-8, (a) are those from the linear model, and (b) are from the Wiener
analysis. The statistical summary of the tested mean
R2
values are shown in Table 8-6. The
recovery efficiencies for both methods are a little lower from those
with the original sensor
information. But this decrease is small compared to the gamut comparison methods, only about
7% for PCA analysis and about to 5% for Wiener analysis. It is a little surprising that in spite of
the huge variation in color signals caused by the sensor variation, the spectral recovery results
are not very sensitive to incorrect
sensor information. The reason may be that the spectral
recovery from only three sensor output
signals are not very accurate, and the decrease
caused by
incorrect sensitivities does not appear very significant. Therefore illuminant
estimation methods
based on spectral recovery could be applied to
images without sensor information because the
method efficiency is decreased only slightly
when using the replacing spectral
sensitivities. In
addition, since the normalized
standard deviations in Table 6 are also small for both methods,
there is not much difference in which of the sensor
sensitivities to be selected for replacement







Figure 8.7: Mean spectral recovery efficiency as
R2
for each sensor group for color signals with
random sensor selections, (a) Recovered with linear model; (b) with Wiener
estimation.
Table 8-6: Data analysis of spectral recovery efficiency as R for PCA and Wiener methods with
unknown sensors.
Min Max Median Mean Std CV
PCA 0.57 0.68 0.66 0.65 0.026 0.040
Wiener 0.65 0.71 0.68 0.69 0.014 0.020
8.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we studied the influence of sensor sensitivities on the efficiency of illuminant
estimation methods. First, the influence is highly dependent on methods. The normalized
standard deviation of the testing results was used to reveal the degree of influence from sensor
sensitivities. For the gray world and maximum
RGB methods, although they do not require the
information of sensor spectral sensitivities, sensor differences still have influence on the method
efficiency. For the gamut comparison methods, the variation in reference gamuts caused by
sensor differences highly affects the method efficiencies. For different methods, the degree of
influence is also very different. For
example color by correlation is very sensitive to sensor
difference, but the influence of spectral sensitivity
for the sensor correlation method is lower.
Sensor variation has a small influence on spectral recovery
methods when recovering from
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trichromatic values. Second, the types of sensor sensitivities that have better performance in the
different methods are also different. For example, for the color by correlation method, small
overlap between each channel will obtain better efficiency but it is not necessary for the
other
methods. In addition, although spectral sensitivities are necessary in many illuminant
estimation
methods, we proposed a possible way of using replacement to make them
applicable even
without sensor information. We also studied the decrease in the method efficiency with incorrect
sensor sensitivities. Those with a smaller decrease in method efficiency are more suitable for
application to images with unknown sensor sensitivities. In the gamut comparison methods, it
was found that color by correlation is much more sensitive to incorrect sensor information than
sensor correlation method. So the latter method is a better selection with unknown sensor
information. For the methods based on spectral recovery from three sensor outputs, both PCA
andWiener analysis can be applied to images with unknown sensors.
Ill
9 ILLUMINANT ESTIMATION FORMULTI
CHANNEL IMAGES
9.1 The Limitation ofColor Constancy Algorithms onMulti-channel Images
More and more research has been applied to multi-channel images because of the benefits in
using more than three channels. Its main application is to recover objects spectral characteristics
to avoid metamerism. In addition, imaging systems with multiple channels provide larger gamuts
and more color information. Because of the wide use of three-channel imaging and also because
of its strong connection with the human color constancy which is performed by only three cones,
most computational color constancy algorithms study trichromatic images. Illuminant estimation
from multi-channel images has not been widely studied because of the limited use of multi
channel imaging. With more concern paid to spectral imaging and the application of cameras
with more channels, multi-channel imaging will have more application, for example in arts, web
shopping, and higher quality imaging. Illuminant estimation for multi-channel images may also
be a problem because as with three-channel imaging, illuminant information may not be recorded
in the future when multi-channel images are taken.
While most illuminant estimation algorithms are based on three channels, there have also
been some studies for multi-channel images. They were mainly used for the application of
spectral recovering the illuminant power distribution, for example those estimating the illuminant
power distribution with dichromatic reflectance model from cameras with six channels
(Tominaga, 1999). As we know color constancy methods recovering spectral characteristics
based on linear model have their efficiency limited by insufficiency image data from three-
channel sensors. Images with multi-channel signals could be more accurate in spectral recovery
of illuminants and object reflectances. On the other hand, many color constancy algorithms are
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not performable for images with more than three channels, especially those based on gamut
comparison because gamuts are generally described in two- or three- dimensional spaces, for
example (R, G, B) and (r, g). Since it is difficult to describe multi-channel color signals in a low-
dimensional space, they are not suitable for gamut comparison. Nevertheless, some trichromatic
color constancy algorithms can still be applied to multi-channel images, for example gray world
andmaximum RGB methods.
9.2 Algorithms forMulti-channel Images
Algorithms suitable for multi-channel images are mainly those based on spectral recovery, for
example the Maloney-Wandell method, illuminant detection using a linear model and the method
introduced in Chapter 8, which detects the illuminant based on a new constraint on spectral
reflectance. All methods based on gamut calculation and comparison are not included because of
the reasons mentioned above. In addition, some simple color constancy methods could be used
for multi-channel images with an extension of their basis assumption, for example, the gray
world and maximum RGB methods. Below we discuss the selected algorithms with respect to
their application to multi-channel images.
9.2.1 GrayWorld
The basic gray world method has the assumption that the average of the three-channel image
color signals should be gray. When extending the basic assumption to multi-channel images, we
assume that the average of all channels is the same as the sensor responses to
"gray"
(same
intensity at each wavelength) under the original illuminant. Furthermore, when it is applied to the
spectrum, the extended assumption
would be that the average spectrum of all object spectral
reflectance is a flat line as the spectral reflectance of "gray". Based on that, we can use this
method to recover the illuminant power distribution. After obtaining the multi-channel response
of the illuminant, their power distribution could be recovered through some statistical
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characteristics of different kinds of illuminants based on some simplifications concerning the
spectra such as the linear model.
9.2.2 Maximum RGB
The extension of maximum RGB method to multi-channel images has the same processing as
gray world method. Maximum RGB assumes that a white color exists in the image and the
maximum responses from the three-channel signals represent the color of the white under the
original illuminant. When the method is applied to multi-channel images, the definition of
"white"
is extended to having a reflectance of 1 at each wavelength. As with the gray world
assumption, the maximum RGB can be used to recover the illuminant power distribution from
the multi-channel color signals.
9.2.3 Maloney-Wandell Method
The Maloney-Wandell method estimates the spectral power distribution of the illuminant based
on the linear model. In this method, the number of sensors must be larger than the number of
eigenvectors used for representing object spectral reflectance. The method has been known to
have bad efficiency for three-channel images mainly because two eigenvectors are not enough to
cover the spectral reflectance ofdifferent kinds of object surfaces. When the method is applied to
multi-channel images, it should be more effective because more eigenvectors can be used to
represent spectral reflectance.
9.2.4 Modified Illuminant Detection in Linear Space
This method is mainly based on the linear model and illuminant detection. For the first step,
object spectral reflectances are recovered from image color signals. For the second step, the
illuminant is detected based on examining the recovered spectral reflectance. When the color
signals are more than three channels, the method's efficiency should also be improved because
an object's spectral reflectance can be better recovered based on the linear model with more
eigenvectors.
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9.2.5 Illuminant Detection through a New Constraint on Spectral Reflectance
As introduced in the last chapter, this method detects the illuminant through a statistical
constraint on the
"saturation"
of the spectral reflectance. For multi-channel images, since object
spectral reflectance can be better recovered with more camera output signals, their statistic
distribution for the "saturation"
property could be better described. Method efficiency should be
improved with more accurate descriptions ofobjects in the image.
9.3 Generation ofMulti-channel Synthetic Images
As with the generation of synthetic three-channel image, the generation ofmulti-channel images
also includes three parts: surface spectral reflectance, illuminants and sensor sensitivities. The
main difference between generating multi-channel synthetic images and three-channel synthetic
images is the number of sensors. In this chapter the sensor number is varied from three to six.
Their spectral sensitivities are also simulated with cubic spline functions. The selection of the
peak-wavelength and half-width for the simulated cubic spline functions of the multi-channel
sensors are listed in Table 9-1, and their spectral sensitivities are shown in Figure 9.1.
Table 9-1: The selection of peak-wavelength and half-width for the cubic spline functions in
simulating the multi-channel sensor spectral sensitivities.
3 channel 4 channel 5 channel 6 channel
peak-w width peak-w width peak-w width peak-w width
450 40 440 40 430 40 420 40
550 60 500 50 490 50 470 50
590 60 560 50 540 50 520 50
620 50 590 50 570 50
650 50 620 50
680 50
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Figure 9.1: The simulated spectral sensitivities for the multi-channel sensors, (a) three channels;
(b) four channels; (c) five channels; (d) six channels.
For each number of channels, 1000 synthetic images are created, with the surface spectral
reflectance selected from the reflectance database, and the illuminants selected from blackbody
radiations, daylight and fluorescent lights.
9.4 Illuminant Estimation for Synthetic Images
The five methods discussed in section 9.2 were tested for multi-channel images. Those
methods include both illuminant estimation and illuminant detection methods. Their efficiency is
evaluated two ways, one is the illuminant
detection ability, which is mainly about determining
the relative color temperature of the illuminant, and the other is the recovery of the illuminant
spectral power. Among the tested methods,
illuminant detection in linear space and the one
through the new constraint are illuminant
detection methods, that is, the illuminant spectral
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power distribution is selected from candidate illuminants. Only gray world, maximum RGB and
Maloney-Wandell method are tested to recover the spectral power distribution of the illuminants.
The metric for comparing the estimation efficiency for multi-channel images has to be
different from those for trichromatic images. In trichromatic images, we used the Euclidean
distance between the chromaticities of the estimated illuminant and those of real illuminant.
When applied to multi-channel images, although we can use the same kind ofmetric such as the
distance in a higher dimensional space, it will be hard to compare the efficiency between
different numbers of channels since they are described in different numbers of dimensions. To
solve this problem the estimation target is selected as the correlated color temperature of the
illuminant, and the evaluation metric is the difference in reciprocal megakelvins (MK1) between
the estimated illuminant and that of the real ones. The estimated illuminant CCT is calculated
from its corresponding multi-channel chromaticity estimation values. Those values are
transferred first to the trichromatic XYZ with some transfer matrix which is generated according
to the spectral sensitivities of multi-channel sensors. Then the chromaticity (x, v) values are
calculated, and the correlated color temperature is calculated from illuminant chromaticity with
the formula shown as Equation 2.2.
The results from testing the five methods are shown in Figure 9.2. The results illustrate
that different algorithms have different efficiencies when there are different number of channels.
For the gray world and maximum RGB methods,
there are no obvious differences when more
channels are added. For methods based on spectral recovery, estimation accuracy is generally
improved with more channel information. Especially for the Maloney-Wandell method, the
efficiency improvement from
three-channel to four-channel is very obvious. It demonstrates that
two eigenvectors are too limited to describe the spectral reflectance of objects, but it could be
largely improved with three or more
eigenvectors.
The efficiency described in
Figure 9.2 shows just a relative relationship among all tested
methods and also among the tested
sensor numbers. It was noticed that method efficiency is also
obviously affected by the selection of
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Figure 9.2: Method comparison for multi-channel images measured as the difference in
reciprocal megakelvins.
9.5 Spectral Recovery of the Illuminant Power Distribution
For three-channel images, normally we only estimate the chromaticities of the original
illuminants using limited color information. But for signals with more channels, it is possible to
recover the spectral power distributions of the illuminant. For spectral recovery, whether for
surface reflectance or illuminant power distribution, the linear model is generally the basis
because the original function of wavelength can have its dimensions decreased to a solvable
number, in most cases, which is the same as the number of sensors. For the existing methods for
recovering
illuminants'
spectra, three eigenvectors are normally used and assumed to be enough
to describe the distribution of the illuminants. In many cases, daylights were used in those
spectral recovery tests since they are generally used as reference illuminants and can be
described with only three eigenvectors as
described in Chapter 2.2.1. But illuminants used in
imaging have wide variations, generally three kinds
of illuminants, daylight, tungsten light,
fluorescent light, and their combinations are the main source of illuminants. The three kinds of
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illuminants have different types of spectral distributions, especially the fluorescent lights that
have spiky intensity distribution at some wavelengths, which is very different from others. As
described in Chapter 2.2.1, to describe illuminant spectral distributions for blackbody radiation,
only one parameter for the color temperature is enough. For daylight, two to three parameters are
required to describe their spectral power distributions with Equation 2.3. When using PCA
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Figure 9.3: The first three eigenvectors in describing the illuminant power distribution with PCA.
(a) For blackbody radiations; (b) for daylights; (c) for fluorescent lights.
Although each type of illuminant can be effectively represented with a small number of
eigenvectors, it is hard to describe all
types with a small number of eigenvectors because as
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shown in Figure 9.3, the shapes of those eigenvectors are very different. Consequently when
recovering an unknown illuminant with PCA model, we have to detect the illuminant type first or
use a large number of parameters because the selection of eigenvectors are unknown. There has
been much study of nonlinear models for describing illuminants and spectral reflectances but its
application in spectral recovery is still limited.
Because fluorescent lights have very different spectra compared to other two types of
light sources, and their first three eigenvectors are also hard to be combined with the other two
types, in this chapter, we do not include the spectral recovery of fluorescent lights when the
original illuminant is unknown even for the type. The database of illuminant power distributions
includes a large number of blackbody radiations and daylight sources. The first three
eigenvectors obtained from the database is shown in Figure 9.4.
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Figure 9.4: The first three eigenvectors for the illuminant distribution in a database including
blackbody radiations and daylights.
For the five tested illuminant estimation methods, the gray world, maximum RGB and
Maloney-Wandell method could be used to recover the illuminant spectral power distribution for
multi-channel images. Since the two illuminant detection methods only do illuminant selection
other than estimation, they are not included in testing the spectral recovery efficiency. There are
many kinds of metrics that
can be used in describing the difference between the real spectrum
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and the recovered spectrum (Imai, 2002). The weighted rms metric is used in this chapter as
Equation 9.1.
X(VMA)AjS(A))2
\vnns =\\ (9 1)
n
Here w(?) is the weight, n is the number ofwavelength, and lft(?) is the difference between the
real and the recovered spectrums. The weight function is the inverse of the reference spectra,
shown in Equation 9.2, based on the consideration that it is more important to weight spectral
data with smallmagnitude than the ones with lager magnitude.
9.5.1 Illuminant Spectral Recovery from GrayWorld
Illuminant recovery using the gray world method includes two steps. First, according to the
assumption of gray world, the average signal of each channel is treated as the sensor response of
gray under that illuminant. Second, the illuminant spectral distribution is recovered from this
multi-channel signal. Here we apply the linear model and PCA analysis. The estimated
illuminant E can be written as the combination of the basis functions as:
E(X) = Jjl-Ei(X) (9.3)
Here m is the number of basis functions, ",(?) is the basis function and et is the corresponding
coefficient. The number of basis functions is generally the same as the number of channels. We
select the number of parameters the same as the number of channels in order to keep the number
of unknowns the same as the number of color signals. As introduced in Chapter 2, the sensor




Here E(X) is the illuminant power distribution, S(X) is the surface spectral reflectance, R(X) is the
sensor spectral sensitivities, and p is the sensor outputs. When the spectral reflectance of
"gray"
is treated as a straight line with constant value c at each wavelength, the sensor responses are
pa=c-JE(X)R(X)dX
From Equation 9.3, it can be rearranged as
(9.5)
Pa =c-At (9.6)
Here AE is an m by m matrix; each element in the matrix is of the form jEi(X)Rk(X)dX . In
Equation 9.6, the number of unknown parameter e is the same as the number of known signals,




There are several limitations on spectral recovery with this method, for example, it is sensitive to
noise. In real application, a constrained linear least square method is used to predict the
parameters to make sure the recovered illuminant spectrum is all positive. In addition, since c is
unknown or the intensity of the illuminant is not predictable, the estimated illuminant power
distribution is normalized to compare to the original one. The method is tested to recover both
the blackbody radiations and daylights. For each sensor number, 1000 synthetic images are
tested for each type of illuminants. The testing results are shown in Table 9-2.
Table 9-2: Efficiency of illuminant spectral power recovery from gray world as wrms.
Blackbody radiation Daylight
Sensor No. Mean Max Mean Max
3 0.046 0.12 0.049 0.11
4 0.053 0.13 0.069 0.18
5 0.060 0.21 0.081 0.26
6 0.046 0.098 0.051 0.096
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The mean weighted rms values for each sensor number are shown in Figure 9.5. It is beyond our
expectation that with more sensors, the better the recovery efficiency. The results show that for
recovering both the blackbody radiations and the daylights, three channels and six channels have
the best efficiency and four or five sensors decrease efficiency. Figure 9.6 shows some examples
of good and bad spectral recovery from this method.
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Figure 9.5: Illuminant spectral recovery efficiency from gray world measured as the weighted







Figure 9.6: Examples of illuminant spectral recovery from gray world, (a) Good recovery
example; (b) bad recovery example.
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9.5.2 Illuminant Spectral Recovery from Maximum RGB
Recovering illuminant spectral power distribution from the maximum RGB has almost the same
processing as that from gray world method. The multi-channel signals from which the illuminant
is recovered are the maximum of each channel. Testing results are shown in Table 9-3. The mean
estimation wrms are shown in Figure 9.7.
Table 9-3 : Efficiency of illuminant spectral power recovery from maximum RGB as wrms.
Blackbody radiation Daylight
Sensor No. Mean Max Mean Max
3 0.026 0.10 0.028 0.14
4 0.038 0.21 0.053 0.21
5 0.055 0.26 0.102 0.30
6 0.025 0.091 0.032 0.1























Figure 9.7: Illuminant spectral recovery efficiency
from maximum RGB measured as the
weighted rms between the real and recovered illuminant spectrum.
The spectral recovery efficiency
from maximum RGB method has some common
characteristics with that from the gray world
method. That is, spectral recovery from three
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channels and six channels has better efficiency than that from four and five channels. Illuminant
recovery from five channels has the worst result. For three and six channels, the illuminant
recovery efficiency from the maximum RGB method is better than that from the gray world
method.
9.5.3 Illuminant Spectral Recovery from Maloney-Wandell Method
The Maloney-Wandell method was introduced in detail in Chapter 2.4.3. This method mainly
solves the unknown parameters based on the linear model. The number of unknowns is the
number of parameters for illuminant m plus the number of parameters for describing all surface
reflectances aspx, with/? representing the number of surfaces. Those knowns are all the color
signals, with the number p*N, here N is the number of channels. In order to solve all the
equations, the number of knowns should be more than or the same as the number of unknowns.
In this application, we define m the same as TV and n equal to N-l. Consequently we have m+
pxn=
pxN. In real applications, because there are a large number of surfaces, the number of
unknowns is too big to be solved using regression. In order to solve this problem, only the
parameters for illuminant are treated as unknowns. Those large numbers of parameter for surface
reflectances are not represented as unknowns, but deduced from the assumed illuminant and
color signals. With this processing, the number of unknowns is dramatically decreased to make
those equations solvable. Testing results are shown in Table 9-4 and Figure 9.7.
Table 9-4: Efficiency of illuminant spectral power recovery from Maloney-Wandell method as
wrms.
Blackbody radiation Daylight
Sensor No. Mean Max Mean Max
3 0.099 0.282 0.065 0.184
4 0.010 0.037 0.014 0.098
5 0.011 0.042 0.015 0.183
6 0.007 0.025 0.009 0.039
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Figure 9.8: Illuminant spectral recovery efficiency from Maloney-Wandell measured as the
weighted rms between the real and recovered illuminant spectrum.
The illuminant spectral recovery is the worst for three channels than those from other
channel numbers. It is because surface reflectance cannot be effectively represented with only
two basis functions. The recovery has best efficiency when there are six channels.
9.6 Conclusion
While most illuminant estimation methods cannot be applied to multi-channel images, some
simple three-channel methods could be extended to multiple channels. In this chapter, we studied
some of the algorithms applied to multi-channel images. They are the gray world, maximum
RGB, Maloney-Wandell, modified illuminant detection in linear space, and illuminant detection
through the saturation constraint as introduced in the last chapter. The methods are tested on
synthetic multi-channel color signals using three to six channels for estimating the correlated
color temperature of the original illuminants. It was found that when the number of channels
increases, there is little influence on gray world and maximum RGB methods. For methods based
on spectral recovery, estimation accuracy
is generally improved. Illuminant detection using the
saturation constraint has the best performance among the tested methods. It was also found that
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method efficiency is influenced not only by the number of channels, but also by the selection of
sensor sensitivities for each channel number. In addition, the gray world, maximum
RGB and
Maloney-Wandell methods are also tested to recover the spectral distribution of the illuminants.
When using the linear model to reconstruct illuminant spectra, there are large variations among
the eigenvectors from tungsten lights, daylight and fluorescent lights. This chapter considered the
first two types of illuminants. The spectral recovery results show that the first two
methods were
not very effective in illuminant spectral recovery from multi-channel color signals.
For Maloney-
Wandell method, the recovery efficiency improved distinctively as the number of sensors




10.1 The Comparison ofDifferentMethods on Synthetic and Real Images
One main contribution of this dissertation is that some new ideas are proposed in illuminant
estimation including some improvements to existing algorithms. Those new methods include
gamut comparison with lightness separation (GCLS), the modification on maximum color
separation (MCS_m), the modification on color by correlation (CbyC_m), and the illuminant
detection method based on a new constraint on spectral reflectance (IDNC). At the beginning of
the thesis, several effective illuminant estimation methods were tested and compared both on
synthetic and real images. While the research of the thesis is based on study of the existing
algorithms, it is beneficial to compare the methods proposed in the thesis with those proposed
methods that have been tested in Chapter 3. Although each new proposed method has been tested
and compared to some others in the earlier chapters, here we make an overall comparison on
their performance. The methods are compared both on synthetic image data and real taken
images.
The comparison results on synthetic data are represented in Figure 10.1. The number of
surfaces on the synthetic images is chosen as 8, 16, 32 and 64. Through the comparison, it can be
shown that the gray world method has relatively
low efficiency compared to the others. The next
level of performance is the maximum RGB and GCLS methods. They have almost the same
effectiveness while the latter is better when surface number increases. The performance from
database modified gray world method,
sensor correlation and IDNC methods are close and better
than the previous three methods. Color by correlation and three-dimensional gamut mapping still
outperform the other methods on synthetic images.
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Figure 10.1: Overall comparison of method efficiency in illuminant estimation on synthetic
images.
Method efficiency for real images was also tested on the five scenes introduced in
Chapter 3.3. Their comparison is illustrated in Figure 10.2 and Figure 10.3. Figure 10.3 is the
rearrangement of the data in Figure 10.2 based on different algorithms, showing the mean, the
minimum and the maximum average estimation error for the five scenes through each algorithm.
It is obvious that the modified color by correlation and illuminant detection with the new
constraint outperformed the other methods in their overall efficiency, and they have relatively
lower variations when used with different scenes. The database modified gray world, sensor
correlation and the modified maximum color separation methods also have good performance on
real images. The comparison demonstrates that the methods proposed in this thesis have
excellent performance that is higher than the average level and that some of them have the best
efficiency among all the tested
methods.
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Figure 10.2: Overall method comparison of illuminant estimation efficiency on five scenes of
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The primary purpose of this dissertation was to make contributions to the research area of
illuminant estimation by extending and modifying the previously methods in the literature work.
The objective has been achieved with the efforts and accomplishments described below.
The first contribution of this thesis is the testing and comparison of the existing methods.
It is of great benefit for further research in this area. Although there has been some work in this
area, illuminant estimation algorithms are developing and many new ideas have appeared during
recent years. In addition, previous work in method comparison also provided important
information for the selection of tested methods. In the thesis, a systematic testing and comparison
was made on the selected existing algorithms, which include those widely applied and the most
popular methods. Method testing and comparison illustrated their efficiency for different
conditions. The thesis also tested their behavior in distinguishing fluorescent lights. The testing
results not only described the relative efficiency among the methods, but also suggested that the
estimation efficiency depends both on the methods and on the content of the scenes.
The second important part of this thesis is the study of some questions in gamut
comparison methods, including the selection of color space, the consideration of lightness
information, and the application of gamut and histogram. The thesis described the relationships
between these various factors. The application of gamut or histogram techniques is largely
dependant on the chosen color space. By comparing color or chromaticity distributions among
signals in different color spaces, it was determined that for color spaces composed of absolute
values, gamut is the better factor for distinguishing illuminants; for color space composed of
relative values, the chromaticity histogram is better than their overall range. In addition, because
the colors with high values in either or both coordinates mainly contribute to the gamut
differences under various illuminants, lightness information is very important when estimating
illuminants through gamut comparison.
The third contribution of the thesis is the proposition of a new constraint on spectral
reflectance. For a long time, the constraints on surface
spectral reflectances were that they are
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limited to the range of 0 to 1, smooth and have low frequency. Those constraints have proven to
be too loose in practical use. Based on the development of linear model and PCA decomposition
in spectral research, the thesis proposed a new constraint on surface spectral reflectance to have
better limitation and description of their characteristics. The constraint is the two-dimensional
statistical distribution of the new defined coefficients for the spectral reflectances in the real
world. The coefficients are the two-dimensional values, defined as the ratios of the second and
third eigenvalues to the first eigenvalues from the PCA decomposition of the spectral
reflectances. The coefficients describe the
"saturation"
property of reflectances. The constraint
can be used not only in the research of illuminant estimation, but also in other areas that require
good description of the statistical property of surface reflectance.
The forth contribution of this thesis is several improvements on the existing algorithms
and some proposed new methods. The first proposed method is gamut comparison with lightness
separation, which makes gamut comparisons at different lightness levels. The novel part of this
method is that it keeps the three-dimensional color information of images and simplifies the
gamut calculation in three-dimensional color space. Generally when the gamut is represented in a
three-dimensional space as a polyhedron, gamut comparison consists of many intensive
computations for example polyhedron intersection. The proposed method transfers the
polyhedron computations to a series of two-dimensional polygon computations at each lightness
level, which largely simply the method operation.
The thesis also made large improvements on the maximum color separation method.
While the original MCS has an assumption based on the analysis of the chromaticity gamut
which was simplified as triangle, it was extended to use a polygon instead of triangle in
representing the gamut. The
other modifications include doing maximum color separation at
each lightness level and the adjustment of the reference illumination. The results for testing the
method on real images verified its strong connection with the most widely used gray world
method.
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Based on the analysis of the relationship between the color space and the application of
gamuts and histograms, the color by correlation method was modified to use the chromaticity
histogram of images in its application. It provided better efficiency and made the method less
sensitive to noise, especially when applied to real images.
Another proposed method in this thesis is the application of the introduced constraint on
spectral reflectance into illuminant detection with spectral recovery. In the method, the recovered
surface reflectances are examined by the saturation constraint, and the scene illuminant is
detected through possibility comparison. There are several benefits in applying the new
constraint. First, it is not affected by the uncertainty of the illuminant intensity. Second, it is not
sensitive to the errors introduced through spectral recovery. Third, the existence of fluorescent
surfaces, highlight and saturated color signals has little influence on the method.
The fifth contribution of this thesis is the consideration of the influence from sensor
spectral sensitivities on illuminant estimation methods. The spectral characteristics of sensor
sensitivities are an important component of image signal formation and also essential knowledge
for illuminant estimation methods. The wide variation of sensor spectral sensitivities in cameras
also influences the efficiency of illuminant estimation methods. The thesis included studies on
the influence of sensor variation on the efficiency of different illuminant estimation methods, and
also the type of sensor sensitivities that have better performance for corresponding methods. In
addition, to the problem as illuminant estimation of images with unknown sources, it proposed a
possible way to use sensor spectral sensitivity replacement,
and also suggested using the methods
insensitive to incorrect sensor information in such condition.
The sixth contribution of the thesis is the investigation of illuminant estimation for multi
channel images. It studied several possible algorithms to be applied to multi-channel images.
Through testing on synthetic
multi-channel color signals from three channels to six channels, it
studied their performance both on the estimation of illuminant CCT and on the spectral power
recovery. The testing results illustrated
that the best method in CCT estimation was the new
proposed illuminant detection method through the introduced constraint on spectral reflectance
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of their saturation properties. The results also suggested that methods based on spectral recovery
were more suitable to be used in illuminant estimation for multi-channel images.
In addition to all the above achievements, another important characteristic of the thesis is
that it is mainly concentrated on methods with simple operation. Although there are several
methods with good performance in illuminant estimation, they are not further studied here
because of their complex and intensive procedure is not favorable for real application. All the
methods provided in the thesis have simple principles and high speed operation. Comparatively,
the three-dimensional gamut mapping method suffers from intensive computation in polyhedron
representation and intersection. The sensor correlation method also has relatively low speed
because of the iterative processing to find the proper luminance coefficients. The characteristic
of simple operation makes the thesis not only a theoretical study of computational color
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Appendix A: Test ofGrayWorld Assumption
The basic assumption in gray world method is that for images, the average of the three channels
should be the same under white illuminant. The accuracy is unknown and hard to test since the
object or their spectral distributions are hard to determine in the real world, especially that the
content of the taken images are hard to determine. Here two simple tests are done partly to see
the accuracy of the gray world assumption in real world.
The first test is to see the average of surface spectral reflectance database. If gray world
assumption is satisfied, the average should be a straight line, as "gray". Two spectral reflectance
databases are tested here. One is
"Vrhel"
spectral database, and the other is the combined
spectral database used in this thesis. The average reflectances of the two groups are shown in
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Figure A. 1 : The average of spectral reflectance database, (a) From Vrhel database; (b) from the
combined database used in the thesis.
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The average spectral reflectance is not a flat line at all. It is obviously that the
reflectance
at long wavelength part is larger than those at low wavelength part. When using equal energy
illuminant, the XYZ and
L*a*b*
values for both averages are:
Table A-l : XYZ and L*a*b* values for the average of spectral reflectance database.
X Y Z L*
a*
b*
Vrhel 29.51 28.34 19.10 60.20 4.59 16.09
Combine 26.27 25.08 18.08 57.15 5.06 12.92
So the average of the reflectance database is not gray, but some color like
"orange"
or "brown".
The second test is to see the average in RGB channels for a large amount of
images. The
image database is from KODAK PHOTO-CD images, altogether 5,001 images. For each image,
the average R, G, B values in the image is (Rm, Gm, Bm), and its corresponding
chromaticities rm,





As the gray world assumption,
for one image taken under white illuminant, the averages ofR, G,
B channels should be equal to each other, and
it should obtain rm=gm=bm=M3. For all the tested
5,001 images, their chromaticity
distribution for the average values is shown in Figure B.2. Their
chromaticity range
is quite large because of the difference among
the tested images. Among rm,
gm and bm, the variation ofgm is
the smallest, while rm and b, change widely for different
images.
For all the 5,001 images, the average values
of rm is 0.356, the average values of gm is 0.339, and
the average values of bm is 0.305. So as a
whole judgment of all the images, information in red
channel takes more than 1/3, information
in green channel takes almost 1/3, and information in
blue channel takes less than 1/3.
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The two test results show that the average of object reflectance and the average of
image's R, G, B channels are not gray, colors in red part are more than those in blue part. It is
consistent with the saying that there are less blue objects than red and green ones in the world,
and also consistent with our vision system that the number of cone S is much less than cone L
andM
Figure A.2: Chromaticity distribution for the average of the three channels in each image, (a) In
(rm, gm) space); (b) in (rm, bm) space.
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Appendix B: Statistical Analysis of the Testing Results on Real Images
In order to compare the method efficiency of the different algorithms studied in the
thesis, eleven color constancy algorithms were tested on the real images. They are Gray World
(GW), Database Adjusted Gray World (GW_DB), Maximum RGB (MRGB), 3D Gamut
Mapping in (R, G, B) space (3DGM), Illuminant Detection in Linear Space (IDLS), Sensor
Correlation (SC), Color by Correlation (CbyC), modified Color by Correlation (CbyC_modi),
Maximum Color Separation (MCS), modified Maximum Color Separation (MCS_modi), and the
Illuminant Detection based on the New Reflectance Constraint (IDNC). The real images were
composed of five scenes, named "Macbeth", "fruits", "paint",
"collect"
and "doll", under nine
different illuminations. The testing results were described as the estimation error, which is the
Euclidean distance of the chromaticities between the estimated illuminants and the real
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Figure B.3: The histograms of the estimation errors of the eleven algorithms on real images.
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Because the Euclidean distances in (r, g) space are always the non-negative values, when
they are used to judge the estimation errors, their distribution generally does not follow the
normal distribution. From Figure B.l, most algorithms have more number of small estimation
errors than that of large estimation errors. Table B-l lists some statistical information of the
tested algorithms.
Table B-l: Statistical data of the estimation errors from the eleven tested algorithms on real
images.
Method Mean Median Standard Deviation Maximum
GW 0.086 0.086 0.032 0.150
GW_DB 0.047 0.038 0.026 0.104
MRGB 0.077 0.060 0.043 0.172
3DGM 0.071 0.064 0.039 0.162
IDLS 0.075 0.044 0.083 0.279
SC 0.049 0.044 0.039 0.155
CbyC 0.063 0.044 0.066 0.235
CbyC_modi 0.032 0.024 0.033 0.118
MCS 0.078 0.071 0.044 0.168
MCS_modi 0.048 0.043 0.027 0.115
IDNC 0.031 0.030 0.036
0.135
The illuminant estimation error for each image depends not only on
the estimation
algorithm, but also on the content
of the image. In order to investigate the influence from the
different scenes, Figure B.2 shows the
estimation error histograms from the five scenes tested by
the eleven algorithms. The same as the error
histograms from different algorithms, the histogram
distribution from different scenes does not
follow normal distribution. Table B-2 shows the
statistical analysis of the estimation
errors according to difference scenes.
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Figure B.4: The histograms of the estimation errors from the five tested scenes.
Table B-2: Statistical data of the estimation errors from the five scenes by different algorithms.
Scene Mean Median Standard Deviation Maximum
Macbeth 0.035 0.032 0.023 0.101
Fruits 0.075 0.058 0.052 0.235
Paint 0.068 0.056 0.057 0.279
Collect 0.066 0.047 0.052 0.216
Doll 0.056 0.048 0.044 0.155
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Table B-3 lists the average estimation errors among the nine different illuminations from
the same scene and processed by the same algorithms. Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 in Chapter 3.3.1 and
Figures 10.2, 10.3 in Chapter 10.1 are all based on the analysis of the data in this table.
Table B-3: Average estimation errors of different methods on different scenes.
Macbeth Fruits Paint Collect Doll
GW 0.055 0.127 0.055 0.104 0.089
GWJDB 0.034 0.062 0.086 0.034 0.021
MRGB 0.039 0.084 0.072 0.098 0.093
3DGM 0.063 0.076 0.027 0.081 0.107
IDLS 0.017 0.060 0.155 0.128 0.014
SC 0.025 0.036 0.049 0.063 0.071
CbyC 0.020 0.148 0.025 0.080 0.040
CbyC_modi 0.023 0.042 0.031 0.013 0.051
MCS 0.067 0.092 0.131 0.063 0.038
MCS_modi 0.021 0.048 0.083 0.039 0.052
IDNC 0.015 0.033 0.021 0.020 0.067
In order to study the influence from the algorithms and also from the scenes, we do a
two-way ANOVA (analysis of variance) of all the illuminant estimation errors of the images
with different scenes and from different algorithms. Generally, ANOVA processing requires that
all sample populations are normally distributed. From the analysis above, we know that the
estimation errors are not normally distributed. The two-way ANOVA here just provides an
approximate evaluation about the influence from the methods and the scenes. Table B-4 shows
the two-way ANOVA results of all the estimation errors in the experiment on real images.
In the table,
"columns"
indicates the variability due to the differences among the scenes
and
"rows"
indicates the variability due to the differences among the algorithms.
"Interaction"
indicates the variability due to the
interaction between scenes and algorithms.
"SS"
means the
Sum of Squares due to each source, "df
'




is the Mean Squares, which is the ratio SS/df. The
"F"
statistics is the ratio of the
mean squares. The values in the last column in Table B-4 are the p-values. The first p-value is
for the hypothesis, H0A, that all samples from factor A (i.e., all the tested scenes in the
experiment) are drawn from the same population. The second p-value is for the hypothesis, H0B,
that all samples from factor B (i.e., all the tested algorithms in the experiment) are drawn from
the same population. The third p-value is for the hypothesis, Hoab, that the effects due to factors
A and B are additive (i.e., that there is no interaction between factors A and B). If any p-value is
near zero, this casts doubt on the associated hypothesis. It is common to declare a result
significant if the p-value is less than 0.05 or 0.01. In our experiment, the p-values for all the three
hypothesis are very small (less then 10"13), which indicates that those hypothesis are all rejected.
As a conclusion from the two-way ANOVA, both scenes and algorithms affect the illuminant
estimation efficiency, and there are interactions between the two factors.
Table B-4: Two-way ANOVA table from the analysis of all the estimation errors on real images.
Source SS df MS F Prob>F
Columns 0.09037 4 0.02259 18.37 0
Rows 0.16519 10 0.01652 13.43 0
Interaction 0.37053 40 0.00926 7.53 0
Error 0.54116 440 0.00123
Total 1.16726 494
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Appendix C: The Derivation ofMaximum Color Separation
According to the diagonal model, when the original RGB signals are transferred with the
coefficients ?, ?, andft, we can obtain the transferred
R'G'B'
signals as
R'=p-R, G'=y-G, B'=fi-B (C-l)
The relationship between the transferred chromaticities and the original chromaticities can be
derived as the following steps:
D
r = => R = r(R + G + B) =>
R'
'= p- R = p-r (R + G +B) =>








So, we obtain the relationship between the transferred and original chromaticities only with the
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An image gamut can be expressed as a convex polygon that covers all (r, g) values of the image.








p r + y g + P b
P b
sPo,VSon = ^X^x^ - x^y- } ' while *<-*> = x> andy = y> (C_3)
In the (r, g) space, the area of the
transferred polygon gamut is:
S
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= - Y (r'gj
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In order to display the relationship between the transferred gamut area and the transfer
coefficients, Equation (C-4) is rearranged using the original chromaticities with the relationship






2M(p-n+y gi + pbi)-(p-r+]+y-gM + l5-b,+])
(C-5)
When the transferred gamut area reaches the maximum, there would be the function that
dS dS dS
n n





{p-ri + y-gi+P-bi)-(p-rM+y-gM + P-bMf
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p-Y-rrrM-g,-p-Y-rt-gM





When use Equation (C-2) to simplify Equation (C-6), it can be derived that:
dp ih P
(C-7)











In order to simplify the expression,





part since we will not touch the
original chromaticities any more. When




can be obtained that
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X (1 - r, rM )(n gM - rM -gt) = 0
1=1
n
X (l ~ 8 - 8m )(ri gM - rM g, ) = 0
Equation (C-9) can be rearranged as
X to + i+. )to &+i - i+, g, ) =X to g.+i - ^i g, )
1=1
,=1
X (g. + g.+i )to g/+i - rM g, ) =X to g,+] - i-+, g, )
-
'=1 /=1
According to Equation (C-4), we know
(C-9)
(C-10)
X to- + rM )(r, gM - rM gl) = 2-S,
i=\
n






On the other side, we try to find the expression of the centroid of the transferred gamut. The
gamut polygon can be divided into a series of triangle. And the centroid of a polygon can be
written as:























) is the centroid of each triangle, its coordinates can be expressed with
nv^iv, \ i trj_ceni> S tri J
" r
Equation (C-13). S'm is the area of each triangle,































So, it can be concluded that when a chromaticity gamut is expressed as a convex
polygon, through the diagonal transform, the transferred gamut will have its centroid located at
(1/3, 1/3) when it reaches the maximum gamut area.
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%KL the adjust ratio for image_L;
%KL the adjust ratio for image_L;














































































































axis([0 1 0 1]);
figure;
plot(r_new,g_new);








































x0=[-5 0 0 0 0 0];



















Test Sensor Correlation Method
%
clear all;































































































































































































p=find(x_new>maxx | x_new<minx | y_new>maxy | y_new<miny);
x_new(p)=Q;
y_new(p)=Q;
Ndata=length(x_new);
M=length(x_range);
N=length(y_range);
hist_xy=zeros(M,N);
a=round((x_new-ones(Ndata,1)*minx)/xstep+1);
b=round((y_new-ones(Ndata,1)*miny)/ystep+1);
for i=1:Ndata,
hist_xy(a(i),b(i))=hist_xy(a(i),b(i))+1;
end;
%
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